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INT!  JDUUTIJî 

1.      The Interregional Symposium on Industrial Project Ev  lu-vri ,r¡ tij.xs' ;-ed fy  ti.e 
United Nations,  in co-operation wiUi the  government of thf-  Cze^.-ci A-I,-; noci ill ¿.i 
Bepublic,  acting as *:.e host, wee held in the Valdste.}n l*Uace in iiw tim 
11 to 29 October l'y'65.    It vas the first  international gathering exclusively  ie- 
voted to the consideration of issues and  proil^ras in ir.duc.i l-il  pr.\je«jt   tval'ialiuii, 

i.      The formulation of sound projects  is of great importance ir,  industrial devel- 
opment under any economic system.    Careful and systematic  ¿cr-cinv   >f pni-osed 
projects based on a thorough Investigation of tr*ir economic and technical  feasi- 
bility is indispensable In selecting viable projects,   and  in cor.«lttin,( financial 
and technical resources to thtn.    Industrial project evaluation is particularly 
important in developing countries because of the need to use the  t lai ted resource» 
available to maximum effect in accelerating industrial development     This Symposium 
therefore constituted the firct stage of a sustained program« of research,  trainine 
and technical assistance in the fieli of Industrial project evaluation initiated by 
the TJnited Satiocs Centre for Induatrlal Development (CIO) and form an indlspe. saWe 
and important part of the continuing effort of the CID to psslst developing coun- 
tries in promoting and accelerating industrial development      The recommeudatlotis 
of the Symposium for this programme are outlined in chapter I. 

3.      Participants fro» thirty developing countries in Africa,  Asia, Europe, Latin 
America and the Middle East attended the Symposium on s fellowship basis under the 
sponsorship of the TJûited Hâtions Bureau of Technical Assistance Operations.    They 
were senior officials who have been actually involved in the task of industrial 
project analysis or industrial programming in their respective national goveiiwnents 
or institutions.    In addition,  there vas substantial representation of other coun- 
tries as well as of regional organizations, national financial corporations and 
planning organizations.    Many specialists in the field of industrial project eval- 
uation also attended the Symposium ac observers,    lhe Symposium vas serviced by 
officials of the Ublted Hâtions Secretariat and five Ubi ted Hâtions consultants. 
The total attendance was 101.    A list of all rartlciprnts is given in annex IV. 

k.     The agenda of the Symposium was divided into the following four raoin item«, 
each of which is discussed In a separa-e chapter in this report: 

A. Preliminary steps la setting up industrial projects; 

B Considerations in evaluation of industrial projects 

C. Follow-up and supervl&ion of Industrial projects,   and 

D. Survey of country experience 

The four main items were subdivided lato tnirfceen sub-items as listed in annex I. 

5.      The Symposium ex mined all relevant aspects of industrial project e valuation. 
The relation of the proposed project to the general strategy of industrial devel- 
opment, essential elements in the preparation of a project, data tmá other 
information required for, and institutional aspects of,  industrial project eval- 
uation were dealt with under item A.    The examination of item h wnich rei resented 
the core of the discussion included the issues and problems connected wiU commer- 
cial profitability and national economic profitability,   i ¿ter- industry  'luxais, 



.   ,     -i     -4T-    m>-~.      eiiY-v»v rf current practices and theories in managerial and technical  SKIIAS,  e.c,  survey cr
j
curren.0/r"'""..   -^Mal   r.ferenee 

-v* ti*\A of industrial project evaluation,  pricing problems with special reierence 
^rl^ìm excnt'e aS foreign trade considexatlon. and financial planning and it. 
¡Lraisaf Alo«, procedures art tools required for the follow-up and super- 
vision of approved project« were surveyed under item C.    The account of the «iterla 
Z «thedS

PP
0nMustr¿al project evaluation followed in ^»^J^^luT 

Judies Illustrating the» and the problem encountered in the evaluation of iUua- 
îrïal projects were Mghllghted in the course of the aj"^« * '£" ^roc2ures 
discole; b«lp* to clarify the scope of ^^«JS1*^ 
and practices in the developing countries and to formulate the P^WM or resear n, 
training and technical assistance recommended, including also guidelines for the 
future work of the Centre of Industrial Development. 

6.      Tme participants had at their dispose! .^.fatUl a«^*^ 'ì!1!^ * 
t\? r^.« dealing with the various items of the agenda.    there were forty-nine 
£LE^î£^^£ essences and case studies providing informat i cm on 
\*Ai£P^i«¿ tía^tdu«. of industrial project «valuation in ^^ 
c^trifs     îht rest of the papers dealt with various aspects of Industrial project 
££2?¿ X^ by individual experts,  regimi and national organizations and 
Suited Nation..    Ihe documentation dealt with simple a» well ""*£ «fa- 
ticate* techniques of industrial project evaluation sultabl, for ««»J*JV J* 
different stages of development and with different economic systems, ^J*•«. 
the leeway to\t mad% up *y the developing countries in this JUU     W» documenta 
Son "usyrep«sents ^important source of information «Itaowle^e and is^ 
expected to be directly and Immediately useful to all persons engaged in evaluation 
of Industrial projects. 1/ 

7.      The participants had useful discussions with the ^fE^" f.** Stat« 
¿o-Mssid for ¿vestments, State Planaiag Commission and the State WßH* 
Organizations of Chechoslovakia.    OMM discussion* gave the P^1«1^?**     _, 
ip^rtunity to acquaint themselves with the practices and procedures of Industrial 
project evaluation followed in Czechoslovakia. 

8       Tme organization of the Symposium consisted of the over-all Chairman, ^airman 
for the m^jlTagenda Item, amd eleven panel, tut guiding the discussion of the 
elLdTsuk-itemsllne names of the officers are given in annex XI.    In addition, 
ZZ ifticnTs^affW*» served as the Director, ^¡"^"^   ^ 
Financial Officer, the Secretary and the Rapporteur of the Symposium.    Aere were 
also five Ai ted latiems consultants. 

9.      «me Symposium was inaugurated by Mr. Jan WUer, Deputy Prime Mnlster  ma 
Présidât oftht State Com-ission for Investment of the Czechoslovak S«UU.t 
Be unllc.    Sis address was followed hy the statement of the Director of «*• 
Symposium.    Nmaft* were read from the fette* »étions Commissioner for Industrial 
envelopment and the United Bations Coamissioner fov technical Assistale.    Bus 

1     fne llfct of reference documentât ion is given in annex X. 
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was followed by the election of officers, adoption of the agente ond the openinG 
address by the Chairman. £/ All the proceedings of the Symposium were conducted 
in plenary sessions. 

10     The technical facilities for the Symposium weie managed in a very efficient 
manner by the Organizing Consulttee of the Government of the Czechoslovak Socialist 
Repelle. 5/   The untiring efforts of the staff jf the Organizing Committee vere a 
Mjor factor in the euccessful completion of the work of the Symposium. 

1/   Tn# text« erf ta* opening addresses *re given in «anexes V - IX. 

5/   ?Jw M«t of the «embers of the Organizing Conmittee of the Government of the 
Qm&mtlmik 8oci«U»t Bepyfelic it given in annex III. 
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I.    CONCLUSIONS   'NE  RECOMMENDATIONS 

11.    Farticipants examined the various items of the agenda against  the background 
of the  specific fecal of developing countries to accelerate their industrial devel- 
opment .    Understanding of the proper criteria and techniques of project evaluation 
was considered vital to the realization of this objective.    In this  context,  the 
Symposium made a comprehensive review of the state of the art, and,   in particular, 
the experience of developing countries in industrial project evaluation,  including 
a survey of the organizational framework available for project evaluation and an 
account of different criteria used and the techniques adopted in their application. 
In the course of the deliberations, several issues and problems were highlighted 
and general conclusions and specific recommendations were arrived at. 

1?.    The considerations applied in evaluation of industrial projects in different 
developing countries varied in accordance with the availability and quality of 
data and other information,  skills of the personnel and computing facilities, 
which were largely a reflection of the different stages of their development.     It 
was agreed that there was a wide scope and an urgerit necessity for improving existing 
practices and procedures of industrial project evaluation in all developing coun- 
tries.    It was also evident that there was no single,  uniform set of criteria and 
techniques that can be applied in all developing countries.    Criteria adopted in 
developing countries would depend on the development goals and relative weights 
attached to them,  while techniques of their application would depend mainly on 
data,   skills, computing facilities, etc.  on the one hand, and economic systems 
and the forms of planning and stages of development on the other.     It was against 
this background that the conclusions and recommendations were formulated. 1/ 

A*      drenerai conclusions 

13.    An industrial project should be evaluated within the framework of the general 
strategy of industrial development which,  in essence,  means the formulation of 
industrial priorities for a given period of time.    These priorities should take 
into account potentials for import substitution as well as export promotion.    Indus- 
trial sectoral programmes should be elaborated on the basis of these priorities. 
Internal consistency is of vital importance in formulating and co-ordinating the 
sectoral programme.    In examining the relation of the proposed project to other 
projects, two types of relationship, i.e.  competitive and complementary should be 
distinguished and carefully appraised. 

Ik. Appraisal of a project as well as its success depends partly on the thorough- 
ness and the reliability of the project preparation which must necessarily include 
exhaustive investigation of its technical, economic and financial feasibility. In 
addition, a project report should point out how the proposed project fits in with 

1/   This section of the report presents a brief account of the main general con- 
clusions and specific recommendations.     A detailed account of  conclusions and 
recommendations will be found in subsequent sections dealing with specific 
items of the agenda. 
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the broad national objectives and the development programme of the country and 
should entail various uncertainties and margins of errcr in estimating costs and 
benefits. Although blueprints and construction schedules are a part of the final 
(engineering) project report, the choice of a well-tried and commercially success- 
ful process of production and provisions for sound designing of the plant and 
scheduling of construction at a minimum cost should be clearly defined in a project 
report. 

15. A project report should incorporate comprehensive data and other information 
on private and social costs and benefits, foreign exchange effects, engineering 
and financial aspects, availability of technical know-how, availability of, and 
arrangement for, training technical managerial personnel, infrastructurai require- 
ments, inter-indus cry effects, arrangements for the even flow of raw materials, 
intermediates, components and spare parts, retooling and servicing facilities etc. 
The degree of details and comprehensiveness required may vary with the size and 
complexity of the project. 

16. The systematic assessiuent of the data and other information contained in pro- 
ject reports requires a wide range of skills, especially in the fields of 
engineering and technology, économies and accountancy and financial planning 
specifically conceived for project appraisal. It was recognized that there was 
a shortage of those skills in developing countries as well as limited facilities 
for imparting such skills. 

37- The Symposium considered that there were certain issues pertaining to the 
functions of evaluating agencies and their organizational set-up which required 
further research. These issues are mentioned in the next sub-section of this 
chapter. 

18. Coraaercial profitability alone is not a sufficient criterion in developing 
countries seeking accelerated industrial development. National economic profitabi- 
lity occupies a central place in various considerations applied in appraising an 
industrial project in developing countries. This is especially true in conditions 
of inflationary pressures, generated by the development process where most of the 
proposed projects may appear commercially successful. 

19. Three methods, i.e. discounted cash flow method, pay-back or recoupment period 
and average return on investment are available for estimating commercial profitabi- 
lity. In selecting different methods of estimating commercial profitability in 
developing countries, the earning streams at different points of time should be 
taken into consideration. 

20. The vital importance of national economic profitability arises from three sets 
of factors. First, the market mechanism in developing countries (and even in 
developed countries) does not always reflect relative scarcities and consequently 
true social costs of various inputs. Market prices should not, therefore, be relied 
upon to allocate resources among various projects. The official exchange rate 
represents not infrequently an overvaluation of the currency. The market wage 
rate in economies with surplus labour does not reflect accurately social opportunity 
cost of labour. The prevalent rate of interest often does not reflect the relative 
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scarcity of capital - the productivity of capital investment.    National economic 
profitability is designed to correct such distortions in input prices.    Secondly, 
commercial profitability as conceived by a single entrepreneur,  does not necessarily 
take into account  various development objectives,   such as accelerating the rate of 
growth, expansion of employment opportunities,  reduction of inequality among various 
income groups and regions, etc.    These objectives are only partially complementary 
to one another.     It is therefore necessary to attach relative weights to the defined 
objectives.    Thirdly,  the rate of interest in perfectly competitive conditions is 
supposed to represent the time preference of the community attaching relative 
weights to present consumption compared with future consumption.    However,  perfectly 
competitive conditions are not to be found in any country, least of all in develop- 
ing countries.    In addition,  in developing countries seeking to accelerate development, 
the vital issue of deciding the social time preference between present and future 
consumption cannot be left to the market mechanism. 

21. The functions of attaching relative weights to defined development objectives 
and attaching relative weights to the contributions of these objectives belong to 
the highest planning and political authorities of the country.    The tasks of eval- 
uating agencies or departments in this context are tvo-fold.    First,  it Is necessary 
to emphasize to these authorities the importance and iterative necessity of making 
these judgements without which it would be impossible to rasure and assess ade- 
quately the national economic profitability of the proposed project.    Secondly, the 
evaluating agencies should formulate alternative values of these weights in the 
light of the broad policy objectives and should spell out their economic consequences. 

22. Given these weights, it is operationally feasible to assess and measure ade- 
quately the national economic profitability of the proposed enterprise.    The 
introduction of the measurement of national economic profitability will be a major 
advance in improving evaluating practices in developing countries. 

23«    In addition to measurement of commercial profitability and national economic 
profitability, there are other important considerations in the evaluation of indus- 
trial projects which may or may not lend themselves easily to quantitative measurement. 
One of these considerations is the inter-industrial aspect or linkage effects.    It 
includes on the cost side new supporting or servicing facilities, particularly 
infrestructurai facilities, such as transport and power, that may b« required.    06 
the benefit side,  the output of the proposed project may meet the input needs of 
soae other industries or sectors of the economy.    In addition, the proposed project 
may give rise to new economic activities in the form of either forward or backward 
linkage. 

?k.    The importance of carefully evaluating the required technical and managerial 
personnel for the proposed project arises from the faet that the realization of 
expected results depends on the efficient operation of the enterprise.    This ap- 
praisal consists of the assessment of the manning table of the proposed projects, 
scrutiny of the organizational plan and the examination of the availability of 
skilled personnel,  arrangement for training of nationals, and hiring of foreign 
experts on a temporary basis and their respective costs     This appraisal is espe- 
cially important with regard to functional managerial cadres (eg    production 
manager, sales manager,  etc.). 
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25. The shortage   of skilled ievccta.fi  it, several   level rçdn«-;  :-*Ukt  ir  •.  ¿eri,ur 
limiting factor to industri alii-at lot.    Ihtfe  cai. Le  solved  satisfai ni ;y    i.i.y     n 
the raslfl of  long-tern planning   of human resources.     Th^   -vol l-ir li   evidence  indi- 
cates that there is a direct relntionthii  between tj.e value aided jet   emi b yed 
person in a given  industry and  the  SKüI composition of  the work fr,vce in the  name 
industry.    This relationship worked out  jn the rasis of internati -T. ai  •- ,Tp arat i re 
data and long-term industrial  sectoral programmes may re employed tu forecast  the 
types  of skills  required for various Industries in the future.    Me usurer, can be 
devised to adapt and expand facilities for formal education,  vocational training, 
m-plant training,  etc. to meet these demands. 

26. It is possible and necessary to evaluate the contribution of the proposed 
project in accumulating technical know-hew and in creatine s pool of managerial 
and technical personnel capable of operating other projects with similar production 
processes.    For this purpose,   it  is helpful if industriec are classified on the 
basis cf production processes. 

27. Hie issue of the choice of location of industriai, plants is complex and io 
inevitably intertwined with issues of regional  md urban development.    It therefore 
needs to be discussed in a separate seminar ut symposium. 

28. It is also necessary to take into account other considerations such as health 
of operative, safeguards against accident, air and water pollution, etc The min- 
im» standards ior them are, or should be, laid down by the government in the form 
of legally binding obligations. 

29. Accounting prices are an instruisent for applying the criterion of national 
economic profitability.    It may be advisable, pending additional research and 
accumulation of experience and data, that the developing countries should adopt 
partial solutions,  or working out accounting prices by means of very simple methods 
for only those inputs (e.g. foreign exchange and capital) which are in acute short 
supply. 

50-    Bie evaluation of industrial projects in inflationary cond^Uons remains 
unaltered if the relative rate of increase in all prices is uniform.    However,  if 
there is a change in the composition of relative prices under inflationary pressures, 
prices based on forecasts of changes in relative prices for important commodities 
and services should be used in working out cost-benefit ratios. 

31. It is laçjortact to take Into account foreign exchange cost and earnings in 
the evaluation of industrial projects.    In making these ^uimates and calculating 
net foreign exchange earnings or savings, it is often advisable to use an accounting 
foreign exchange rate instead of the official foreign exchange rate. 

32. The objective of the systematic follow-up is to check that the project follows 
agreed lines.    Since no project is likely to follow forecasts exactly because of 
changing conditions, a follow-up should be made in a continuous, limited 
re-appraisal of the project in the course of implementation.    Two icsues arising 
from follow-up deserve careful attention:    the commercial success (or failure) 
of a project is not necessarily a valid guide to its success (or failure) in 
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achieving national economic objectives;  and a project may earn a satisfactory or 
even a high return in certain local conditions even though it is operated 
inefficiently. 

B•      Specific  recommendations 
53.    The comprehensive documentation prepared for the Symposium represents a major 
source of knowledge and information on issues, problems and practices in the field 
of industrial project evaluation.    The Symposium therefore suggested making available 
at least one set of all documents to each development finance agency, planning 
agencies and other evaluating agencies engaged in evaluation of industrial projects 
in developing countries.    îfcere is also merit in bringing out as soon as possible 
a publication of selections from this documentation, with a sufficient number of 
copies to meet the needs of all development agencies and educational and training 
insLiluliuiib. 

}k.   îhe deliberations of the Symposium brought forth the following issues in 
industrial project evaluation OB which further research and investigations were 
felt to be highly desirable : 

(aj   Factors underlying the formulation of the general strategy of industrial 
development for developing economies at different stages of development and with 
different sizes of domestic markets, 

(b)   Methodologies of sectoral (branches of industry) industrial programming, 
evaluation criteria for sectoral programmes, evaluation techniques for individual 
projects within the setting of the sectoral targets, and elaboration of capital 
and other input coefficients for the principal branches of industries as a tool 
of sectoral programming, 

(ç)   Functions and organization of work of evaluating agencies with special 
reference to their responsibility regarding project development and implementation; 

(d) Comparative evaluation of the period of recoupment or pay-back period and 
discounted cash flow methods In estimating commercial profitability; 

(e) Pilot studies in co-operation with developing countries in the application 
of tfae"*criterion of national ecoaouaic profitability; 

(|)   A study clarifying the role of value judgements in the calculus of 
national economic profitability and relationship between these Judgements and the 
feasibilities for fulfilling different objectives; 

(|)   Treatment of uncertainty in the evaluation of industrial projects and 
possible solutions 

(h)   Methods of evaluating management, requirements and standards for the 
proposed projects; 

(i)   Required skill patterns for sectoral (branches of industries) development 
programmes or projections; 
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(J)   Pilot  studies designed to test the suitability of alternative techniques 
of using accounting prices in developing countries; 

(k)   The use of international prices for inputs and outputs and other methods 
for evaluation of export industry projects with a view to integrating them in 
international specialization;  and 

(l)    Studies on follow-up practices in countries with different economic 
systems. 

35.    The gap in the literature on industrial project evaluation points to the need 
for a manual on industrial project evaluation which could be used by evaluating 
agencies and educational and training institutions in developing countries.    The 
following considerations should be taken into account in the preparation of the 
manual: 

(a) The »anual should deal with all the important practical issues covered 
at the Symposium, 

(b) The distinction between criteria and techniques of their application 
should be clearly nade, 

(e)   Complementarity and competitiveness between different criteria should 
be brought out, 

(d) A ausser of techniques or methods of varying degrees of complexity for 
the application of each criterion should be presented so that the evaluating 
agencies can select that which suits the specific conditions of the country, 

(e) The relationship between the refinement of the techniques and the avail- 
ability and reliability of data should be clearly stated, 

(f )   The scope for the- quantitative measurement of each dimension of industrial 
project evaluation, including the attainable degree of precision in the measure- 
ment, should be indicated, 

(a)   Aspects of evaluation which do not lend themsel.es easily to quontitative 
measurement and in which the Judgement of evaluating agencies becomes a major 
instrument of appraisal should also be clearly indicated, 

(h)   The limitations of each technique should be specified, 

(i)   Techniques of applying the criterion of national economic profitability 
should"reeeive special attention in the manual; 

(j)   The manual should concentrate on those aspects of industrial project 
evaluation which are common to all industrial projects; 

(k)   The detailed suggestions made in the subsequent sections of the report 
dealini with specific items of the agenda should also be taken into account. 
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%.    The most effective way to Improve existing practices and procedures of indus- 
trial project evaluation in the shortest possible tiiae is through the organization 
of training workshops at national or rat-regional levels in developing countries 
at their request. The basic <J\ jective of these workshops is to train a nucleus 
of local personnel who can -ipply improved practices and procedures in evaluating 
industrial projects. In organizing these workshops, the following considerations 
should be taken into account- 

(a) The officers attending the workshops should he those who are actually 
responsible for evaluation of industrial projects 

(b) The nuAer of persons attending the workshop should be snail enough so 
that each individual can receive personal attention, 

(c) Three different types of skills, viz. engineering end technology, accoun- 
tancy and planning at the project level, an3~econoœic analysis are required in 
evaluation of projects. It is therefore useful to ensure that officer» with a 
background in each of these skills are represented in national workshop»  la the 
case of sub-regional workshops, officers fro» participating countries should also 
have the necessary background is each of tha-aa field«; 

(d) The training courtes should be specially adjusted for each workshop, 
takiag"*into account concrete conditions in the country or the tub-region, ftt 
courses should be agreed upon by the country or countries requesting the workshop, 
training courses should concentrate on actual techniques with specific illustra- 
tion» that c»n be readily put into practice fcy the participants in the vorkahop. 
The techniques of vorklag out national ecoaoade profitability should have am 
importane place In the training course»; 

(g) At least two studies should be prepared, one dealing with siapl» 
mathematical set hod s used is prefect appraisal and another explaining basie con- 
cepts used in project analysis and economic rationales underlying the» for those 
participants in workshops who have not specialired is the»« fields; 

(£) The training workshops for industrial project evaluation should become 
a continuing progresase for the benefit of developing countries. The experience 
of each workshop should be utili fed to l«prov« the work of the subsequent workshops. 

37. There is a shortage of trained personnel who can adequately perfor» the task of 
induatriel project evaluation in »any developing countrie«. The training of local 
cadres for this purpose and accumulation ef experience by the» will take considerable 
tlae. In sjch countries, technical assistance experts should be »ent at the 
governments' request to assist local personnel in evaluating industrial projects, 
and to assist wherever required in establishing evaluating agencies or departments. 

38. A separate seminar or syaposluc on the complex problem of the choice of location 
for industrial projects should be organized at the earliest po»»iele date. It» 
agenda should give special attention to the problems of location of industries in 
developing countrie» in the context of regional economic integration schemes. 
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5?.    Many developing countries experience difficulties  in identifying investment 
opportunities and formulating sound Mad eonprehensive project repères.    Thic 
liaits the choice of projects from which the evaluating agencies can select   ciiCtse 
Kost profit&tle.    It is therefore urgently necessary that developing countries 
fee essisced in trainisi cadres wad establishing local institutions GO that project 
my be identified and formulated en a continuing and systematic basis.    It may be 
e«i*hasi*ed that sane evaluation criteria are also isplicit in the identification 
and forwulation of projects,  since projects are formulated and submitted to eval- 
uating agencies with an expectation of approval.    Since the formulation of projects 
consumes resources as veil as tioe, both of which need to be economized in develop- 
ing countries, it is necessary that persons and institutions responsible for 
forauiating projects have a clear understanding of the criteria which will be 
applied by evaluating agencies in their appraisal.    îfcis Is especially important 
fro* the viewpoint of the criterion of national economic profitability in its 
broad »ens«. 

JiO     the follow-up of approved projects in developing countries has been impeded 
fey difficulties in the eonstruetiom of project» In the for» of delays in the 
planned iiae-achedule and overruns in costs.    Cne of the aost effective means of 
o*»reo«inf tfceae difficulties and reducing costs and tine in the construction of 
projects lies in the use of network theory including critical path method in 
pannine and implementing comet rustica of nrojeets.   Further research in this field 
it needed, preferably with tlw help of pilot studies of the actual use of such 
»ethode with a vitv to finding out its operational feasibility in developing 
countries. 



II.     I RELIMINA.T.  STEPr   IN .SETTING UI   INDUGTFI  L PROJLCTL 

Relation of projects to the general strategy 
of industrial development  (agenda item A.lJ 

1,1.    Due to the high, complexity of the relationship between project valuation and 
selection and the broad framework of basic choices made by the plan - frequently 
anS "raîegi of development - as well as to the limited time ava lable    the 

discussions have not led to a firm and well-defined consensus of ideas in this 
field      However, a few points have been stressed and some suggestions for future 
^ernatïonal action have emerged.    These suggestions for future -£*£ « £«" 
in paragraphs 5** ar I 55 below.    In brief, the main points raised and discussed 
related to the central problem of adapting the efficiency criteria to fit an 
over-El planning strategy and to the means which could be used to support the 
scorai approach, both ut the planning stage (developing *«*£• •^•fT 
planning thï relative development of the different sectors of the economy and 
irar.ches of the manufacturing industry) and at the policy ^.^"«^J«^*8* 
(through industrial sectoral development programmes ).    The main ideas present ed 
in thTpapt» as well as in the discussions that followed, are summarized in the 
following paragraphs. 

k2.    A broad consideration of the subject dealt with the analysis of interrelations 
between individual projects and over-all and sectoral development plans, as ^ 
eTSS tte problem of introducing consistency and efficiency at the sectoral level 
of planning.   The efficient use of available resources was considered as one of 
the basic targets of economic development.    There are different economic methods 
designed to promote the efficient use of resources, the most important of which 
is the formulation and evaluation of projects, permitting the selection of those 
most economically advantageous and the planning of economic development on a 
regional, sectoral or over-all national economic scale.    Project evaluation and 
development planning are closely related and supplement each other.    Cta the one 
hand, projects are to be evaluated in their relation to the rest of the economy, 
while development planning provides the general framework for the analysis of 
their consistency and efficiency.    Cn the other hand,  project evaluation may be 
considered as the concluding stage of the medium and long-term planning process. 
This planning starts with an analysis of past and forecasts of future developments, 
followed by an investigation with a view to arriving at an equilibrium of require- 
ments and availabilities (checking of consistency) and concludes with a determination 
of the most rational allocation and use of resources and of the projects to be 
implemented. 

itf.    There is difficulty, however, in applying efficiency criteria for the selection 
of sectoral goals of planning.   The theoretical approach would be to evolve a 
complete programming model for the economy as a whole, but this, because of lack 
of appropriate data,  among other reasons, is difficult to carry out even in 
developed countries.    An interesting short-cut method applied in one country con- 
sists of a simplified version of the input-output approach, hased on capital 
coefficients and other coefficients for each branch of industry.    This method was 
intended to analyse and compare the advantages and disadvantages - in a special 
and limited sense, the efficiency - of the development of individual economic 
branches of industry with a view to evaluating aggregated and more complex economic 
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tranches rather -¿han individual projects. However, this method :.;ìC :*..••. fully 
matured and must remain for the ame being only a "short-cu»/', vhich loe- not in- 
tend to solve entire! > by means cf efficiency criteria the central frolle- of the 
allocation of resources among sectors, and must still depend en the application of 
rough criteria generally falling within the purview jf the strategy jf industrial 

development. 

kk.    In discussing alternative strategies of industrial development, the Cyrapesiura 
considered the higher prospects of industrialization that the reeional économie 
integration approach opens to the developing countries- In view xf the smell else 
of national markets in most of these countries and of the unfavcuratle comparison 
of such markets with the minimum economie size of plants in the majority of the 
modern tranches of industry, including those which produce consumer t^ods *  rel- 
atively simple manufacture, the exploration of possibilities for integrated 
development a"h*me« is seen »s » first and, perhaps, mandatory sta^e in the formu- 
lation of Industrial development strategies. Reference, in this respectivas made 
to the tendency of the more traditional industries, using simpler manufsturine 
processes, to become more and more capitel intensive as a result of ' • *  technical 
innovations taking place in the developed countries and spreading all over the 
world. The textile industry, for example, is a branch of industry which represents 
for many new countries the starting point towards industrialization. In this 
industry, recent technical developments have increased the fixed capital ¡"«q^ed 
per person employed to the level of some ¡47,000, an amount that exceeds the ratio 
observed in many: metal-working industries as well ar. in some chemical industries, 
traditionally more capital intensive than the consumer goods industries. The 
impact of this trend on the industrialization of the new countries is likely to 
be negative, since the capital requirements increase in disproportion to their 

financial means and saving capacity. 

1*5. Against this background of an increasingly complex and expensive industrial 
technology, the Symposium considered that the regional economic integration approach 
should b7taken as an indispensable tool at the disposal of the developing countries 
for the shaping of their industrial development strategies. This integration 
approach, however, should not be limited to specialization between countries for 
specific industries, but should also be designed as part of a broader policy of 
general co-ordination in resource utilization and in economic policy-makinfe 

1*6. TbM  importance of strategy considerations in setting a framevork forthi 
evaluation and selection of isolated investment projects may be seen in an examina- 
tion of the two main aspects in which a strategy of industrial ^^f?**® 
currently defined in Latin America. These aspects Include a policy of location 
of industrial activities and a policy of sectoral development  More and *>*• 
attention is being paid in Latin American countries to the adoption of a location 
policy, at the national level, that counteracts the tendencies for concentrati^ 
of industries in a limited number of development poles. This policy consists of 
varías incentives and disincentives, depending oL the particular «»trite apply- 
ing them, bu* in every case it implies a subordination of J«J2«^^ ln 

the selection of investments to more general and less quantifiable locatlonal 
criteria  In this case, the role of profitability criteria in relation to the 
îocatïon noncTis that of quantifying the amount of product that such a location 
^^J^ÀtT^^Jt^nocLtì.  goal of balanced industrial development, 

at the national level. 
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1*7  The proilem of location Is further complicated when it is raised to the 
regional (multi-national) level, as it is nowadays iE Latin America. The gradual 
^traduction of a Latin Asserieaü cotaaon market, to be inplemented ac a faster rate 
in the Industrial field, auakes nore armene the problème of finding the proper 
criteria for investmnt evaluation and selection. How can the regional (multi- 
national) locations be defined in the framework of a COB»« uarKett what 
contribution to such location policy is to le hoped for from the efficiency criteria 
normally applied to individual projectst  ¿ork bslng done by the economic Commission 
for Latin America (ECU) in this field atserves the following sequence. First, 
the profitability of specific industrial activities in alternative locations in 
Latin America is ascertained as a function of factor prices in each location, of 
economi«« of scale and of transport costs. Bext, an adjustment to the previous 
scheme is made, r~* the basis of national objectives regarding industrial investment 
as defined in the corresponding industrial development plans and considered by the 
national planning authorities to be an indispensable condition for the achievement 
of a well-balanced and sound industrial structure. Finally, another adjustment is 
«ade, designed to introduce an equilibrium aaong the participating countries in 
the distribution of benefits to be derived from the integration of their economies 
(economies of scale, Increase of exports, presotianal effects, etc.). All of the 
above introduce important constraints which stand in the way of a full resort to 
conventi««! project evaluation and selection criteria as an instrument for re- 
source allocation in a common market of under-developed economies. 

kB,    »e second element of an industrial strategy - the policy of sectoral develop- 
ment - also showed the importance of a priori decisions of a fclobal nature. The 
reasons alleged in this respect rangecTfrom uncertainty of physical inputs to 
interdependency of the projects to te promoted. 

*$. îJBcertûlmty affects project preparation and evaluation in different ways. 
One of these is the problem of future effl^i^ncy levels which must be taken into 
consideration when preparing a project, especially when previous experience and 
existing industry in the country does not provide a sufficient basis for reliable 
estimate«, latin American industry, particularly in branches applying discontinuous 
processea, such at metel-tme»formiiig and textiles, is characterised by efficiency 
levels that are frequently low and vary widely from enterprise to enterprise. 
the question them arises as to what levels of factor performance should be acceptable 
in the preparation of new projects. The solution would lie, It vas suggested, in 
the adoption of a given level of operational efficiency and in the detailed 
specification of performance requisites, the viability of these condition« being 
ensured concurrently with the execution of the individual project under consideration 
through a sectoral development programme. Thi» implies a Koveaent fro» the indi- 
vidual project level t© the programme level for a group of relatively »«lf-eupporting 
enterpri»«» or for a whole industriel branch. Such a sectoral programme, as it 
may be called, covering the establishment of basic condition« external to the 
enterprise thus becomes as important for the «ucee«« of the project to be evaluated 
as are Jtt internal characteristics, or more so. The preparation of individual 
projects within sectoral iirogremmes and their evaluation from the profitability 
standpoint is, nonetheles«, of basis importance, as a means of ensuring full and 
rational planning of each undertaking, rather than as the main criterion in final 
decision making. 
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SO. The conclusion that emerges is that it is essential to link the procedures for 
project preparation, evaluation and selection to an explicit and cerati ve jur.ce¡ L 
of industrial strategy as part of a development plen or tr:> granane,  n dienet.ve 
strategy of industrial development providing a tasis for the prej&racicr. and 
financing of industrial projects has been discussed in the light of the follow Let 
considerations: 

(a) Industrial development projects are designed uc serve the needs of the 
internal market and not (as a general rule) to create a flow of exports, 

(b) The goods to be produced are preferably consumer goods (non-duratle and 
durable) asd seni-finished products necessary to the new consumer ¿peds industries, 

(c) The needs to be served are, preferably, those already exlstine and being 
satisfied through import«, i *» ; projects are to be import-substitution oriented 

(d) There will be a preference for regional or sub-regional industrialization 
»ehernes that is to say, the design of enterprises will serve groupings of two or 
more countries, on the basis of a comparison between a reasonable economic size of 
the enterprise and the size of the market in individual countries. 

51. The advisability of orienting the industrial development of a new region in 
accordance vtth a too rigid import-substitution policy disregards, in the view of 
many, the nev possibilities for export promotion open within the framework of the 
ÜÖited Kations Conference on Trade and Development. The choice of import-saving 
projects on the basis of the national market has various disadvantages- 

(a.) Developing countries following this line would soon be faced with an 
unexpected and possibly acute shortage of foreign currency due Lo the frequently 
higa import ccntent of the newly manufactured goods (raw materials, spare parts 
and components, etc.)- Close attention should be paid to these indirect effects. 
Some industries aimed at export should be therefore implemented parallel with the 
•bove industries to help offset such results; 

(fc) The fixing of production capacities on the basis of the internal market 
demands at the time of project evaluation is dangerous in two ways. It is generally 
basad on past import figures which, if available, are generally misleading and do 
not represent future demand. The capacity arrived at is normally below the econo- 
mically Justifiable figure, hence small-scale techniques of production are bound 
to ba applied resulting in higher production costs. On the other hand, the sudden 
risa in demand resulting from industrialization will necessitate an expansion in 
production within a relatively short period, 

(c) Such an approach excludes those industries that should be implemented on 
a wide~regioiial basis quite successfully, since any one country in the region 
would not have a sufficient national market to justify such projects. 

Y¿.    The approach which consists of giving secondary importance co projects in 
infrastructure appeared to some participants also to be dangerous in developing 
countries where industrial development is considered a tool for national betterment 
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This abroach would invariably impose on any industrial project the additional 
burden of financing ancillary infrestructurai projects, such as having to provide 
its ovn electric generating plant, its own transportation fleet and may even in- 
volve the financing of residential areas whenever the location of the factory 
necessitates it. This situation would put industrial development at a big handicap 
and would curtail development rather than encourage it. 

S3  Finally a note of warning was sounded on the need for a solid institutional 
foundation as a pre-condition for an effective industrial project implementation 
The fragility of all efforts at project preparation and evaluation must be reckoned 
with if the institutional framework and the environment in the largest sense of 
this expression were not well defined and made adequate to the development needs 

of each particular country. 

$k.   Taking into consideration the special emphasis given during the discussions 
to those problema associated with development programming and project evaluation 
both at the sectoral (branches of Industry) and industrial enterprise level, the 
Symposium thought it advisable to recommend that as much attention as possible be 

devoted to research on: 

(a) The methodology (or alternative methodologies) of sectoral (branches of 
Industry) industrial development programming; 

(b) The problem« arising out of the utilisation of profitability criteria 
for sectoral evaluation and »election, aa well as the role of evaluation and 
•election of individual projects in setting the sectoral targets; 

(p) The elaboration of capital and other input coefficients for the main 
branches of industry, aa a useful tool for sectoral programming, specially for 
countries with limited industrial experience, as well as a yardstick for broad 
international comparisons. 

55. Bearing in mind the close attention paid during the discussions to the prob« 
leas of location of industries in the evaluation and selection of industrial  
projects and the increasing relevance of this matter in the industrial development 
strategy of under-developed countries, aa a result of the formation of common 
markets and other forma of economic unions all over the world, the Symposium, de- 
cided to rec< 

(a) That a iympoaium on location of industrie« be convened at the eerlieet 
possible date, and 

(b) That che corresponding agenda be so arranged as to devote special atten- 
tion to" problems of location of industries in the context of regional economie 
integration schemes, aa well as to project evaluation in the same context. 
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to 

Essential elements in the préparât i< 
of industrial projects  (agenda item A.i?) 

56. The papers presented revealed that in developing countries, integrated econo- 
mic development planning and programming have generally "teen undertaken with a 
view to achieving economic self-sufficiency.    The plan documents set down  guide- 
lines for domestic consumption and indicate economic and fiscal policies for 
realizing domestic savings and resources - both indigenous and foreign -  required 
for achieving the investment targets indicated therein.    However,  the objectives 
of the plans can be achieved only through implementation of worth-while projects 
which results in the effective allocation of investment resources. 

57. The discussion under this item dealt with the studies and investigations 
which constitute the essential elements in the process of project preparation. 
These studies should te so designed as to enable the various agencies interested 
in the project, including planning authorities, financing institutions, those 
responsible for constructing the project and those operating it, to follow the 
project through the stages of evaluation to the final stage of operation or even 
the end of its working life.    It was, therefore, emphasized that one of the essential 
conditions for the success of a project was the thoroughness and reliability of 
project preparation which would normally take the form ~f p. feasibility report 
The Investigation in regard to market demand, construction cost estimates  and re- 
source requirements should be undertaken with a view to minimizing any loes that 
say have to be incurred as a result of abandonment or cancellation of a project 
It was further emphasized that before a detailed project report was prepared, 
which in itself would be costly, a preliminary feasibility study of the project, 
based on readily available information,  should be phased.    The final project report, 
on the basis of which the project would be evaluated for implementation and financ- 
ing, should be sufficiently comprehensive, giving evidence of its commercial, 
technical and financia! soundness in harmony with the national policy. 

58. The economic or commercial feasibility of a project depends on its ability 
to market its products and earn revenues which will exceed its cost of production, 
after taking into account the subsidies and benefits to which it is entitled a© 
well as the taxes it is liable to pay.    This will require thorough market survey0 
and a© assessment of the performance of competing units.    A danger to be avoided 
in market assessment, even greater than that of over-estimation of demand, is the 
failure to take Into account the natural growth of the market in a developing 
economy and to design the plant on a scale too small to meet the prospective 
market demand.    Careful consideration should also he given to the desirability of 
designing the plant in such a way that production capacity could be expanded when 
justified by the market, by simply adding the necessary equipment to secure maximum 
economies of scale. 

59. In considering the technical feasibility of a project,  the following essential 
aspects were, among others, indicated for special investigation: 

(a)    While selecting the plants and processes, it has to be ensured that they 
are suitable and entail the minimum risk of obsolescence and that alternative 
sizes have been examined before making the selection; 
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(b)   The location of the plent should be selected by examining alternative 
sites with due regard to the availability of  rav materials, utilities,   latour, 
technical staff and market, 

(c )   The estimated cost of the proJect  should be as lov as  any other reason- 
ably available alternative which could produce the intended results.     In estimating 
cost,   all significant factcs which will determine the total cost,  such as costs 
in respect of equipment and construction, engineering desiya,  supervision of con- 
struction, debt service charges including costs of working capital, over-heads, 
etc.,  should be taken into account. 

60. It was further emphasized that the technical feasibility study should be made 
by independent experts in the industry concerned and that care should be taken not 
te entrust the job to interested parties. 

61. libile considering the cost of construction of projects, the Symposium noted 
with interest the activities of the Council for Mutual Eeonemic *id (OCA), 
which has undertaken standard designing of buildings sad struct ores with a view to 
introducing large-scale and serial production of prefabricated parts,  as well as 
modern methods of building and erection, thus bringing about a considerable reduc- 
tion in construction costs in the projects set up in umber socialist countries. 
The progress in this regard should, it was suggested, be givenr special consideration, 

£2.    In order to ascertain the financia} viability of the project, in edditlon 
to estimating the prices and costs, it will be necessary to estimate the period 
of construction and adequacy of funds available, before the enterprise begins to 
generate its own funds, as veil as its ability to service the debts during both 
the construction period and after the plant has been commissioned.    These aspects, 
It should be recalled, are subjected to searching scrutiny by financing agencies 
when they consider the extension of financial assistance.    The discussion revealed, 
however, that few projects were adequately prepared even when detailed guidance 
in the form of check lists and project outlines were provided.    Requirements vary, 
but, typically, projects will be acceptable only when they are well defined and 
present evidence that all relevant technical, market and financial aspects have 
been given adequate consideration in their préparation and, further, that there is 
a high degree of probability that the venture will be profitable. 

63.   While preparing projects, careful consideration should be given to possible 
changes in economic policy and tariff and exchange rates, as well as to the various 
impediments in const ruction, securing of rav materials, etc., which are bound to 
arise in developing countries.    Cart should also be taken to ensure that estimates 
of capital costs, production costs and selling prices, which have a considerable 
influence on the success of the project   and on its ability to compete In the local 
and foreign markets, are realistic.    Unexpected increases in costs of plant, rav 
materials, construction and utilities would require larger investment than esti- 
mated,  often affecting the profitability and consequently the viability and 
competitive capacity of the project.    It was considered essential, therefore, that 
in estimating costs, adequate provision should be made for contingencies and errors 
of judgement to serve as a cushion. 
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6k.    The process of preparation of projects  should also te directed towards attain- 
ment of the objectives in the national plan,   such as providing employment and 
training of labour,  earning or savin-, of foreign exchange,   utilization of unused 
or under-used natural resources,   contrituting   to the diversification of the economy. 
In short, evidence should te provided to indicate the project's  economic and 
social desirability from the national standpoint. 

65.    The Symposium recognized that integrated  implementation of development pro- 
grames presented 1 difficult problem for the developing countries and that this 
had not been given adequate attention.    Dynamic implementation calls for close 
and continuous collaboration between planners  and implementers in achieving 
efficiency and productivity at all levels and  during all phases  including the 
phase of preparation of the project.    In this  connexion considerable interest was 
evinced by the participants in the possible use of network theory including the 
critical path method in planning and programming for implementation of specific 
projects in the context of national development programmes, and it was urged thai: 
the concept of providing every industrial programme with a tentative "implementation 
network plan" be further explored.    Such a tentative plan would provide the vehicle 
for smooth follov-up and supervision after completion of the feasibility study and 
evaluation of the project.    The greater the uncertainties and lack of expert 
managerial skills, the greater was the need for an implementation scheme.    Since 
various mathematical and operations research methods lend themselves to the formu- 
lation and evaluation of industrial projects  as well ae to finding solutions for 
the optimum choice among projects defined in terms of a number of economic and 
technological parameters,  it was urged that research be carried out in this field 
with the aim of making available practical methods and techniques to suit the re- 
quirements of developing countries.   The following suggestions were received by 
the Symposium for further consideration: 

(a) à manual on network theory, including the critical path method for 
Implementation planning ana programming,  should be compiled and published, 

(b) The msthodology of the theory should be applied on a pilot basis and 
literature on th« experience acquired, published for the benefit of all countries; 

(c) Basic criteria should be established for conducting relevant indigenous 
research for the application of modem management science and computer technology, 

(§}   Further basic research with mathematical simulation models using elec- 
tronic computers should be encouraged in industrially advanced countries focused on 

(i)       analysing the implications of uncertain and varying maturation 
periods, 

(ii)     Establishing criteria for the use of programme and performance 
budgeting "b»»«d en the "master implementation network plan"    and 

(iii)   Developing a cohesive theory for setting up and maintaining 
dynamic implementation systems and processes compatible with the 
rapid development aspirations of developing countries. 
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Requirements of data and other information for, and institutional 
äspe"ct7~of,   industrial* project evaluation (agenda item A.3) 

66. Inadequacy of domestic savings and shortage of foreign exchange,  technical 
and managerial skills and raw materials constitute serious obstacles to the indus- 
trial development of most developing countries.    Consequently,  it was considered 
essentiel that these resources be put to the most productive uses possible. 
Appraisal of industrial projects should constitute a systematic evaluation of 
investment opportunities with a view to selecting projects which, apart from being 
attractive to the entrepreneurs, are also beneficial to the economy as a whole. 
The data and other information to be presented in support of the feasibility of a 
project should integrate the results of a thorough and expert investigation of 
engineering, economic,  financial and other relevant studies and should be sufficiently 
detailed and comprehensive, consistent with the size and complexity of the project, 
to «nable the evaluation staff to: 

(a) Carry out a systematic examination of the data presented, both from the 
individual and national angles, 

(b) Arrive at their ovn independent judgement about the validity of the 
assumption made and conclusions reached in the project report; 

(c) Suggest improvements in the project, where necessary, and 

(d) Eliminate unsound projects. 

67. Ttie various data and information required for evaluation of projects were 
considered and those listed in paragraph J% below were inter alia found to be 
essential.   Besides these, it was considered desirable to call for 

(a) An estimate of earnings during the construction and operating periods; 

(b) An estimate of sources and disposition of funds; and 

(ç)   Projected balance sheets. 

68. The critical aspects of evaluation of projects from the point of view of 
financing institutions were thereafter examined and the following, among others, 
vere considered to be of special significance: 

(a) Project reports, to be acceptable, should be prepared by independent 
and disinterested experts having up-to-date knowledge of technology and cost 
conditions; where reports were prepared by suppliers of plants, processes or 
construction services, further detailed investigation of the essential aspects 
of the project would be necessary. 

(b) The suitability of the proposed location as compared to others required 
careful scrutiny having regard to the supply and service sources, the market and 
special cost advantages claimed. 
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(e)    A thorough analysis  of the size of the plant and cui cal i lily   if  t;;e \ro 
cesses and technology vas extremely important  in  any country, lui, even  i.iure  co in 
a developing country where the market is often  limited      . ,n examination of  the 
technical requirements and operating costs of plants  of various sizes  would le 
desirable,   in order to ascertain vhcher the proposed plant was of  Lhe  optimum 
size and would be Justified by the existing and prospective marke..,      It v- s aleo 
essential to ensure that equipment or processes proposed  co te acquired were nou 
obsolete or  unusual, were well-known and had achieved commercial  success       , hen 
the acquisition of a second-hand plant was proposed,  an independent assessment and 
evaluation by a qualified specialist should be obtained  to ensure that  the plant 
will give service for a number  of years and that the cost is reasonable. 

(d) The problem of deficiencies in management  and  technical know-how in 
developing countries was often solved by collaboration between the local promoter 
and a foreign organization,  which participates in equity.    To be ecce;.cable,  the 
equity participation should be large enough to ensure the collaborator's real 
interest in the success of the project and that it  did not merely represent the 
difference between the actual cost of the plant and the inflated price charged 
by him. 

(e) In order to ascertain the viability of the project and its long-range 
prospects,  the market clairaed in the project report should be thoroughly investi- 
gated by reference to general and market statistics relating to the industry, 
where available, otherwise by conducting an independent market analysis.    The 
investigation should involve assessment not only of  the over-all balance between 
supply and demand for the product, but also an examination of the competitive 
capacity of the project in relation to other units producing the same or similar 
products.     Account has to be taken also of the Government's industrial licensing, 
taxation and import-export policies, regulatory controls regarding production, 
prices, availability of raw raaterials, power, transport facilities, etc. 

(f) In appraising financial aspects, it should be ensured that- 

(i)       Eie financial stake of the sponsors of the project was adequate 
to ensure their sustained interest in the success of the project 

(ii) lhe ratio of debt to equity was healthy, so that in case of over- 
runs or other difficulties the undertaking would be able to raise 
further resources; and 

(iii)   Adequate provision had been made Inter alia for spare parts and 
eooponeots not readily available locally, repairs and maintenance 
of machinery,  training of technical personnel contingencies, 
unforeseen expenses and escalation    of ¿rices, impact of inflation, 
and for troubles resulting in production below capacity in the 
initial stages, which is a general feature in less advanced coun- 
tries.    It would also be desirable to ascertain the break-even 
point which would indicate the cushion available against optimistic 
estimates and errors of judgement. 
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(»¿}    It wes also essential in a developing country to assess the extent of 
national economic pr jfitotility of projects to enable tl?e evaluation staff to 
determine relative priorities.    The following fundamental questions should be 
asked and answered in this connexion 

(i) ! aether the project would contribute effectively to the develop- 
ment of th- economy and would provide training to local workers; 

(ii) IJhether it would enable the sound use of scarce resources, such as 
capital, skilled labour, natural resources, etc., or whether there 
were alternative and better uses of the available resources; 

(lii) IJhether the project, besides functioning as part of the existing 
economic structure by providing goods and services needed by it, 
would fit into the future pattern of economic development of the 
country, leading to new related investments in ancillary industries; 

(iv)     Whether the scale of operation chosen was appropriate to the 
requirements of the developing economy;  and 

(v)       I Whether, and to what extent, the project would have a favourable 
effect on the existing and future balance of payments of the 
country. 

In answering the above questions, account should be taken of major interferences 
with competitive market forces in the shape of protective tariffs, artificial 
rates of interest, government controls, distorted foreign exchange rates, etc. 

6$.   ïhe imposi« agreed that effective project appraisal did not stop at the 
formulation of sound techniques of evaluation.   The techniques should be so de- 
signed as to make the best possible use of a professional cadre composed of 
economists, account ante, engineers and lawyers.    It was, therefore, necessary to 
consider the organizational set-up of the evaluation staff of development finance 
institutions and to consider ways in which these professionals would opeiate so 
that the Institutions could make the best use of the scarce manpower at their 
disposal.   The following were considered to be some of the significant issues 
involved: 

(a)   Did the professional cadre of the development finance institution have 
clear responsibilities for project development, evaluation and follow-upt 

(bj   Md the professionals vork M a team in making an evaluation! 

(§,)   CouM the selection process be Improved by strengthening its collective 
naturel 

(d)   Waa the importance of follow-up recognized in the institutions's pro- 
cedures, organizing and allocation of professional personnel and should a separate 
department for follow-up be created? 

It vas agreed that these and other related issues warranted further examination. 
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70      Lys tematie assessment of the data and information contained  in f.ru.jeet reports 
required a wide range of knowledge,  skills and techniques not always found aiion_: 
the personnel in developing countries.     It was felt thut this vital  element of 
industrial development had not received  the attention it ñer^v^rnñ   ~nd that ti-ere 
was a widely felt need for training facilities.    The training of euch personnel 
should be comprehensive and should reflect the responsibilities  that they have to 
assume in relation to private and public interests, foreign and domestic investirent 
and management of industrial programmes consistent with the nation's over- 11 
economic development pirn.    There are r fev; training courses in existence at pre- 
sent, but these are far from adequate.     In view of this,   the gympoüium strongly 
recommended that the present limited specialized training facilities be expanded 
by pooling the experience of existing experimental training programmes.    It wis 
also considered desirable to build up a library of simulation cases covering, the 
full range of Industrial development problems in developing countries for the use 
of all concerned. 

71.    The Symposium further endorsed the conclusions and recommendations -formulated 
by'the meeting of the Interregional forking Pe.rty on Problems of Training Indus- 
trial iSconomic Mministrators, organized .Jointly by the United Nations and the 
Development Centre of the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development 
(OECD) in September 1$65 in Paris.    The OECD vas engaged in the preparation of 
a manual which, apart from serving as teaching material, would help in training 
and simplifying the work of officials in developing countries responsible for 
preliminary screening, as well as for managing and supervising the intensive 
studies following the preliminary screening and for compiling the necessary data 
for securing financial support.    The Symposium was of the opinion that the pro- 
posed manual would fill a gap in the available literature on the subject 1   and 
would complement the work of the United Nations Centre for Industrial Development. 

72.    In the context of data and other information required ior ux^iaxoaj. ui ^u- 
jects, the Symposium considered the possible use of synthetic indices.    In order 
to evaluate an industrial project for its impact on the total economy and its 
complex interrelationship, it is necessary to use indices which are synthetic in 
character, and express in a composite form technical, quantitative and other 
indices.    Such synthetic indices are based on, and expressed in terms of price and 
value.    Indices of this kind facilitate the comparison of technical and quantitative 
indices, thereby simplifying the problem of comparative evaluation of industrial 
projects.    Such n method, however, has to take account of the limiting factor 
created by the problems or prices themselves.    Synthetic indices based on price 
and value require first a certain degree of stability in price relations.    They 
have to take into account the changes in the price structure caused by the entry 
of new products and the effect of their prices on the prices of existing producto. 
The time factor as it affects the project and its life cycle has also to be con- 
sidered, as this factor will again be a very important determinant of the prices 
and value taken for the purpose of evaluation. 

1/   ECLA's broadly conceived Manual on Economic Development Projects (United 
»ations publication, Sales Ho. :   IB'.n.G.S), remains a* standard source 
reference, however. 
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73.     In the evaluation of an industrial project,   it is  also very necessary to ray 
due attention to the rate of technical HLCL technological progress.     This would 
have a bearing on the economic life of the project, as technological innovations 
would generally lead to a decline in value insofar as they affect the project. 
Th.. s factor has, therefore,  to te ¡¿iven e very importane place in the preparation 
and design of the project. 

Jk.     Essential data and other information required for evaluation of projects are 
listed below; 

Ci)    History, constitution and management 

(i)       History, nature of tusiness,  constitution,  capital structure, 

(ii) Annual accounts for the past five years (in the case of a going 
concern), vitA statements of outstanding liabilities for income 
tax,  eiaployees tonus, etc., 

(ili)    Existing and proposed set-up of management with business experience 
and industrial background of promotor*/top management personnel 

(bj   The project 

(i)       particulars of the project 

a. Detailed particulars of the project indicating «nether it re- 
""     lates to: 

1,        lew project,  or 

ii       Moder&lzatiom or expansion of as existing unit. 

b. Cow of teefano-^conomie feasibility report, indicating the 
source of lata on which til« report is based, 

c. Time schedule of construction for aajor Items of ta« project 
"    based OB procurement of male Items of the materials, Supplies 

equipment and other factors relating to production. 

(11 )     Technical collaboration services 

a. Harnea and address«s of technical collaborators, If nay» with 
*     particulars of units, for ufaieh they have acted as collabo- 

rators, Indicating their operations and industrial experience, 

b. Alternatively, particulars of arrangement proposed to be mad« 
for obtaining technical advice and services needed for the 
project. 
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(iii)    Manufacturing process,  etc. 

a.    Details of the process to Le adopted wich   .ue^ificutiut. i'ur ite 
~~      selection as compared to alternative pruce^r^b 

t.    A flow chart showing the various  s cages of manufacture. 

(îv)      Location and particulars of land 

a. Area,  location,  surroundings,  availability of transport faei- 
**     lities and distances to sources of water,  power,   1 at our, raw 

materials and markets, 

b. Justification for selecting the site in preference to other 
"*     sites which were considered. 

(v)       Construction 

a. Availability of cement,  steel, water for construction materials, 
""     taking Into account restrictions on supplies, 

b. Availability of necessary engineering services for preparation 
"*     of designs, specifications and contract document-evaluating bids, 

awarding contracts and supervising construction,  indicating 
whether any special consultants or agencies are to le engaged 
and if so, their organization and background,  and how they are 
qualified to assume the responsibility; 

c. Lay-out of factory buildings,  including provision for storage 
"~     of rav materials and finished products; 

d. Copies of soil test report and advice of consulting engineers/ 
~     architect», including details of clísate awl other conditions 

of site. 

(vi )     Equipment 

a. Particulars of equipment to be acquired, giving names of possible 
*     suppliers, detail specifications a« much as possible, compet- 

itive quotations, if available, and basis of selection, and 
indicating the estimated expenditure in foreign and local cur- 
rencies,  as veil as whether any provision to cover escalation 
«xists ana, if so, up to what date, 

b. Expected procurement and delivery schedules, supported by aSree- 
i, etc., with machinery suppliers, 

Details of deferred payment arrangements,  if any, with partic- 
ulars of instalment payments towards principal and interest and 
of the arrangements made or proposed to be made for guaranteeing 
such deferred payments supported by copies ¿f correspondence, 
arrangements, etc., 
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d. EstlMtcs of spare parts required and provision udì therefor; 

e. Copie« of expected pârœt«i for satisfactory perfonaance of 
équipaient. 

(•li )     Capacity 

a.    fh* capacity proposed for eeeh product UM tad joatlfication 
for the proposed capacity; 

tu    the proceed installed capacity, BMber of vorkin« deys, nusfcar 
~     of ehiftt to be norked, eetleated production, output as per- 

centage of planead capacity and »ale«. 

(vili)   Hav «uterial» 

a.    „uantity, specifications, sources (tftdlcatlaf Mail ma addresses 
"     of the principal trade suppliers) and availability of raw 

»•tarlai» and §a«i«finia»iad product!.    li ti» CM« of erining 
iHMt, proved rwervea of Hünli supported fey copiai of 
»tl'iiawnt for such leates and of experts» reporta regarding 
rtwmi; 

fe.    If seal-processed products ara proposed to be obtained fro« 
* another «it, the technical ani economic soundness of that 

«nit| 

c. IstiMted cotti, including freight and Insurance, custoM datiti, 
"     excise, etc., and agreements on prie« and delivery; 

d. Assurance for uninterrupted flow of vital nateriala supported 
"    fey details of fir« arrangeawnte Mae er proposed to tee MM 

vith the supplier«. 

(ix)      lîtlUtiet 

a.    Tttmilrtimntt, sources, availability, coat tad reliability of 
* eil «tlUtlM, vi*. poner, *«t«r, fttel, trsMpertetloii etc. with 

arrangements f orli spot al of affluents; 

J».    Hansons for selection of sources. 

{*)        Operating organization 

a.   Description of orgsaiMtloa uhi» mil •*&•*• «g supervise the 
"*     operations together with organi*ation chart, present Ma 

projected, 

b.    Hones, qualifications and expérience of key management and 
technical personnel; 
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c. Number,   qualifications and availability of required ^pera'.inu 
~~     employees  under the following categories 

i. Technical personnel, 

il. frilled, labour; 

ill., tÄskilied labour, 

iv. Casual labour, if any. 

d. Plans for recruitment and training of personnel and for main- 
*"     tenance of the plant. 

(xi) Cost of the project - Detailed estimates of the cost, both foreign 
and local, the basis for the estimation of which must be explained 
and supported by authoritative data. 

(xli) Means of financing - Details of how the outlay on the project is 
proposed viz. share, capital, loans,deferred payments, ploughed- 
back earning«, etc. 

(c)   Market 

(i)       Market trends 

a.   Market trends - both local and regional - during the past five 
""    years for each major product to be manufactured and closely re- 

lated products, showing: 

1. Domestic production; 

ii.        Imports and exports; 

iii.      Set local consnaption and anticipated total demand for 
the next five years with names and addresses of princi- 
pal eusteeers and particulars of firm arrangements,  if 
any, made or proposed to be made with them; 

it.        Target capacity fixed under the national development 
plan, capacity and location of existing manufacturers, 
names of prospective Manufacturers and progress made 
by tnem in implementing the relative schemes, 

e.   A copy of the report on indigenous market survey indicating 
"tee eourcea of data on which the survey is based; 
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c. Government ^rice controls,  import restrictions on. competing 
~      products,  raw materials etc.,  import duties,   quotas and other 

regulations indicating whether,  ana to what extent,  the sale 
of the product(s) to te manufactured will be influenced by 
them; 

d. Extent to which the Government will waive or defer payment of 
direct taxes,  excise or other duties or grant  subsidies affect- 
ing construction and operation cost. 

(ii)     Competitors 

a. Names, location, present output and expected future output, 
"~      production costs and selling prices of present local competitors 

in the same field of production, 

b. Prices of imported articles giving break-down under FOB,  CIP, 
"      landed cost, duty payable (with rate) and selling price, 

c. Information as to any known or anticipated changes in coopeti- 
~     tion, such as expansions, modernization, new plants, new 

competing products, new processes etc., 

d. Information as to foreign competition and any anticipated changes 
~      in laws or regulations which might affect volume of imports, 

e. Maximum expected selling prices ex-plant, 

f.-   Competitive advantages of the proposed project showing: 

i.        Relative availability and cost of labour, 

ii.      Availability and quality of raw materials, 

ill.    Quality of products; 

iv.     Dependability of supply to consumers. 

(iii)    Cottraerclal prospects 

».    Schedule showing forecast for the next five years of volume 
~"      of sales for the domestic and export markets,  and the percentage 

of market claimed by the project, with justification and ex- 
planation, 

b.    Export possibilities and the nature of competition to be faced 
"~      in foreign countries,  indicating the prices of the products in 

countries where export possibilities exist. 

(iv)      Sales organization - particulars of sales organization 
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(d)    Production cost,   selling prices and profitât ility 

(i) Estimate of the unit cost of production of each of the major pro- 
ducts, supported by detailed calculations; 

(ii)       Bases for wastage factors assumed for raw materials and of rejection 
rate assumed for finished product; 

(ili)    Full particulars of any tax, etc. allowances admissible and  oaken 
into account,  such as exemption from,   or deferment of, any général 
or specific taxes of products, including corporate or local taxes 
or any special depreciation allowances,   rebates or duties,  etc., 

(iv)       Where the concern is producing the same or equivalent products in 
an existing plant, the production cost for the last five years and 
estimates for the subsequent five years in the same form, 

(v) Estimates of sales and profitability explaining the rationale of 
the selling price assumed and detailed working of sales realiza- 
tion.   Sources and utilization of funds during construction and 
normal production. 

(•)   General 

(i)        Estimate of net foreign exchange earnings from exports or foreign 
exchange savings from reduced imports,  if any; 

(ii)      Extent to which the project will make use of under-utili zed or 
unused natural resources, directly or indirectly; 

(ill)    ExtfOt to which new jobs will be created as a result of the pro- 
ject, directly or indirectly; 

(ir)      Priority allocated to the project under the national development 
plan, 

(*)        Irospeets of new related investments in ancillary industries; 

(n)      fm other advantage of national importance likely to accrue from 
the project. 
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III.    COKSIEERATIONS IN EVALUATION OP INDUSTRIAL PROJECTS 

Criteria for industrial project evalu&ticn (agenda item B.k) 

Commercial profitability and national economic profitability (B.U.a) 

75»    The Symposium was in general agreement that the principles appropriate to pro- 
ject evaluation from the point of view of the nation as a whole ttay diverge widely 
from the principles appropriate to evaluation in terms of commercial profitability. 
First of all, the contribution of a proposed project to national income will differ 
from its profit (revenues less costs) to the extent that social valuations of outputs 
and inputs differ from market valuations, and in developing countries, such diver- 
gences are likely to he endemic.    For one thing, the industrial ba»e of developing 
countries is small, and Individual projects often provide large Increments in the 
total supply of particular goods and services; this tends to reduce the prices of 
the goods and services, or at least to prevent them from rising as much as they 
would if supplies were to remain restricted.    The commercial profit is reduced by 
the reduction in prices that would accompany augmentation of outputs, and this mili- 
tates against undertaking Investments when the criterion of evaluation is commercial 
profit.    From the point of view of the nation as a whole, however, the fall in prices 
is not a disadvantage,  the loss to the enterprise is balanced by the gain to con- 
sumers.    The point is that when projects occasion changes in prices, the appropriate 
measure of increase In national income is the willingness to pay for products - the 
total amount the users would pay for a project's output rather than go without - 
rather than what they actually night ±%y, which is relevant for measuring commercial 
profit. 

76. Other instances of divergence between commercial and social valuations are easy 
to find.    The actual wage rate defines the cost of labour in a calculus of commercial 
profitability.    Bat the cost to the economy of the labour Input to a project in 
terms of national income is measured by the value of output lost elsewhere in the 
economy, and this may differ from the market wage in those developing countries 
characterized by widespread unemployment, disguised as well as overt.   In addition, 
the calculus of commercial profitability does not take into account so-called "se- 
condary" costs and benefits that are relevant to the national income calculus.    For 
example, the construction costs of workers' housing accompanying a large project 
represent a drain on the resources of the economy which could otherwise be invested 
and ought, therefore, to be reckoned into the national income calculus of project 
costi    Similarly, the future flow of housing services represents an indirect nation- 
al income benefit of the project.    Bit these costs and benefits would enter into 
the calculus of commercial profitability only if the enterprise Itself built and 
then leased housing to Its workers. 

77. The calculus of the contribution to national Income of a proposed project thus 
requires a systematic re-evaluation of all outputs and inputs.    But the objectives 
of economic development go beyond simply increasing the national Income.    Even at 
the cost of sacrificing gains in the total income, most developing countries seek 
to redistribute income both to poorer regions and to poorer groups, such as unem- 
ployed members of the labour force, and the calculus of the gains in income of a 
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particular  group or region d'.ïfers even more markedly than doeu the calculus of 
national incoa» from that of commercial profitability.    For example, the wages and 
salarie3 of workers of a disadvantaged group or region for whom a project provides 
joba are a prsitive gain in terms of a redistribution objective (at least to the 
extent that ¿rojtct wage« and salaries exceed their potential income in alternative 
employment), as Is the extra income generated within the group or region via the 
"multiplier" process - the spending of primary incomes accruing from the project. 
Neither of theae "secondary benefits" vis-à-vis    the redistribution objective re- 
presents a gain in terms of national income.    Moreover, although the actual payments 
of the users of project outputs can be considered a transfer from the users to the 
rest of the nation and can, therefore, be ignored in the national income calculus, 
actual payments must be deducted from users' willingness to pay in computing the net 
gain to users belonging to a specific group or region singled out for redistribution. 

76.   Still another objective that must be borne in mind in project evaluation in 
developing countries is improvement of the balance of payments, for stress on the 
balance of payments is a frequent concomitant of rapid industrialization, and most 
countries troubled by balance of payments difficulties place great emphasis on 
freeing themselves from foreign dependence.    The effect on self-sufficiency of a 
project la measured by the exports It generates less the imports it necessitates, 
import substitution being counted as negative imports. 

19.   Finally, a government might decide that certain goods and services have a 
higher social value than that indicated by their contribution to national income 
measured In terms of prices based on consumer demand.    Increased fulfilment of 
so-called "merit wants" may constitute a distinct objective of national policy and 
may therefore be relevant to Industrial project evaluation.    The contribution to 
the fulfilment of a particular "merit want" is measured in physical terms. 

80. But as these several objectives may be only partially complementary and may in 
important cases be competitive with one another, the question immediately arises as 
to how th«y can all be taken into account In project evaluation.    One alternative 
project plan may contribute more to national income, another more to the income of 
region Z at a sacrifice of some amount of national income. 

81. A comprehensive measure of merit must be defined to rank alternative investment 
proposals.    At first, it might ssea possible simply to add together the contributions 
of a proposed investment to distinct objectives, and to take the sum as the over-all 
measure of merit.    But this can no more be done than can apples and bananas be added 
together to measure the value of the fruit.   Just as relative prices are needed to 
place apples and bananas on a common footing, so are relative weights needed to make 
commensurable with one another contributions to national income, contributions to 
the income) of specific groups and regions, contributions to self-sufficiency and 
contributions to the fulfilment of particular merit wants.    Thus, toe "objective 
function", the measure of merit of alternative investment proposals, is properly a 
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weighted sum of the contributions these projects make to a different objective. 1/ 

82. The choice of weights for each objective is essentially a value judgement and 
as such, a political decision that is properly the domain of policy makers respon- 
sible to the electorate. But these value judgements cannot be made in a vacuum, 
for the choice of the weight attached to region Z depends not only en the present 
relationship of region Z's ger capita income to the national average, but also on 
the prospects for future development, which is to say, on the ensemble of potential 
projects under consideration. The choice of weights cannot be made independently 
of the technical possibilities for achieving the various objectives. 

83. Optimally, tentative values of the weights will be generated from the perspec- 
tive plans and term plans (for example, five-year plans) of the over-all develop- 
ment of the economy. If the inter-temporal distribution of consumption is planned 
optimally with respect to constraints on its interregional distribution and on its 
distribution among various groups of the population, constraints on the balance of 
payments (taking into account export possibilities as well as the import require- 
ments of the planned course of development), and constraints on the provision of 
specific merit wants, then tentative values of the weights required for project 
evaluation will emerge as a set of "dual prices" (soluble multipliers) associated 
with the optimal plan. These tentative values can be revised as the implementation 
of selected projects reveals more information about the technical possibilities for 
achieving the several objectives of development. 

81f. The calculus of national economic profitability differs from the calculus of 
commercial profitability in two respects. First, it requires more information 
about oat puto and inputs than the market provides: shadow prices for labour and 
other factors, as well as for products, require computations within the framework 
of the development of the entire economy. Second, estimates of national economic 
profitability require explicit value judgements on the part of policy makers, judge- 
ments preferably embodied in an over-all development plan for the economy. 

¡J   For convenience, the unit of account can be taken to be national income so that 
the weight on contribution to national income is by definition on«. A weight 
on the income generated to region Z of 0.5 would therefore mean, for example, 
that a premium of 50 per cent over and above contribution to national income 
would be placed on increments to the income of region Z. In other words, one 
peso or one rupee of income generated to a region would be considered the equiv- 
alent of 1.5 additional pesos or rupees of national income. Â weight of 0.1 
on contribution tc self-sufficiency would mean a "shadow" or "accounting ex- 
change rate" of 1.1 times the official exchange rate. A weight of 100 on hos- 
pital beds considered as a merit want would mean that a premium of 100 monetary 
«nits would b« added to the market price of each hospital bed. 
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85«    It should be emphasized that these value judgements rr.ust,  it at.y   «ase.  be made, 
for few if any countries dc not take the objectives uf income reiistril ution, 
self-sufficiency and merit wants into account in the choice amon* alternative in- 
vestment patterns.    Thus, the question is only whether or not it is  tetter ti.  base 
the value judgements explicitly on comprehensive development flans than t<-> make 
them on an ad hoc basis as each project is considered for approval.     I he ^ymp.jsium 
believed that the stated goals of development would be better served  iy explicit 
value judgements reflecting comprehensive development plans Ljjrovfcd Ly responsible 
policy-makers than by implicit velue judgements made in the course of project eval- 
uation by individuals without political responsibility. 

86.    The presentation of the methodology for calculating national economic profita- 
bility raised questions of relevance and operationally for many participants.    The 
subsequent discussion brought out several points.    First, all the participants agreed 
that the test of the methodology was operationality,  it would be of no value if it 
were confined to theoretical calculations.    Second, it was agreed that the sophis- 
tication of the methodology must be tailored to the complexity of the decision,  one 
does not use an elephant gun to shoot ducks.    Third, the sophistication of the meth- 
odology must be tailored to the availability of data.    National economic profitability 
calculations based on totally unreliable data are no more valid than calculations 
of commercial profitability based on unreliable estimates of product demand and pro- 
ject costs, a house built on a foundation of sand is not more sturdy for being pub- 
lic rather than private.    Fourth, the calculation of national economic profitability 
may be less precise than the calculation of commercial profitability because of the 
extra data and value Judgements required. 

87-    In view of all these qualifications, two further questions emerged;    First, is 
such an elaborate procedure as has been outlined necessary?    Second,  is Much an 
elaborate procedure within the competence of developing countries, especially when 
the scarcity of trained personnel is taken into account?    To the first question, 
the Symposium answered "yes".    Evaluation of projects in terms of the objectives 
of development is the first step in the realisation of these objectives,    opeedy 
implementation and thorough follow-up of approved projects were stressed by many 
participant» as equally important, but it was agreed that unless project* ver* 
chosen in accordance with national goals, implementation and follow-up were of 
relatively little value.    And whereas many choices can be made by means of rela- 
tively unsophisticated criteria, the experience of centrally planned and «arket 
economies alike indicates that simple criteria do not suffice for the laripst p*rt 
of the choices that must be made among alternative projects. 

88.    As for the second question, the Symposium proposed that the United Kations 
take major responsibility to help increase the competence of the developing coun- 
tries at their request in applying the calculus of national economic pr liability 
to project evaluation.    In co-operation with the developing countries, either singly 
or in groups, training workshops should be organized in which United Kations experts 
working jointly with experts of the host countries would impart instruction to in- 
dividuals responsible for choosing among alternative projects in the methodology 
of calculating national economic profitability.    To further this end, a manual should 
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be prepared explaining the conceptual framework and calculation of national economic 
profitability. Alternative techniques of varying degrees of sophistication should 
he Included in view of the varying ne«da of countries at different levels of de- 
velopment and the varying need* withir each country with respect, to decisions of 
different degrees of complexity, btoreovcr, developing countries should oe assisted 
in applying the techniques of choosing among alternative projects in accordance with 
national econoKic profitability. Such pilot studies would provide an actual demon- 
stration of the possibilities and problems of applying the methodology, and publica- 
tion of these studies would spread their benefit beyond the borders of the countries 
in which they are carried out. Two additional handbooks were thought to be useful, 
and their preparation was recommended. The first would explain the EathemaUcal 
asfects of the calculus of national economic profitability. The second would elu- 
diate the eantral «conomic concepts of project «valuation in a for« readily acces- 
sible to the engineers who play a major role in the preparation of alternative pro- 
ject plans. Finally, a paper should be prepared explaining the nature end role of 
value Judgements in the calculus of: national econome profitability. The relation- 
ship between value Judgements and the technical possibilities for fulfilliEg different 
objectives should be clearly set forth. Such a paper would assist individuals at 
all levels of planning, fro« policy-makers to technicians, In carrying out their 
appropriate tasks In project evaluation by delineating responsibilities and decision« 
and by showing how decisions at each lev«! relate to decisions at other levais. 

Other criteria 
(agenda Ite« i 

(lis: 
xtr 

Bkmns eoaelderatien, skill formation, cosgoslte criteria, etc.) 

89.   That industrial projects incur costs and provide benefits over long periods 
of tl«e is axloaatlc, and the need for an lnter-temporal criterion that explicitly 
takes this fact into account is generally recognised.   During the course of the 
Symposium, several papers were presented which dealt with the theory and practica 
of meaaurement of investment effectiveness io both centrally planned and market 
economies.   The adequacy of the "period of recoupmeat" (or "pay-beck period", as it 
Is called in market economies) for comparing projects providing the same quantity 
of output over identical periods of time was recognised, as was the Inadequacy of 
this criterion in ita simple form for dealing *ith more complex decisions, for ex- 
ample, for choosing among projects of different service lives.   Alternative ap- 
proach«* to the choice of a measure of effectiveness comprehending the complex as 
well a« ine simple ca*e» were suggested by several authors.   The alternatives put 
forward revolved about two idea«:    (a)   modification and extension of the recoup. 
seat period ealculue and (b)   the use of the project*s discounted present value of 
beneflte less costs as the"mea*ure of merit,   ftea «embers of the Symposium agreed 
that the standard of comparison against which alternative projects ought to be 
Judged In terms of their eontrlButlc* to national income - whether it takes the 
form of an Interest rat« for computation of present value or a standard period of 
recoupment in an extended version of the recoupment period method - should be de- 
rived from the over-all plan of development of the economy and must therefore re- 
flect the value Judgements of policy-makers about the desirability of alternativ« 
rates and pattern« of development as well as the technical possibilities of to« 
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economy for achieving alternative paths of growth.    Similarly, the standard of com- 
parison in the inter-temporal criterion for objectives other than national income 
must reflect both a value judgement about the relative desirability of contribution 
to the objective at different times and the technical possibilities for achieving 
contribution to the objective at different times.    As  In the standard of comparison 
for the national economic objective, the standard of comparison for other objectives 
ought to be derived from over-all development plans. 

90.    Another consequence of the fact that industrial projects incur costs and provide 
benefits over long periods of time is that their outcome is inherently uncertain. 
The uncertainty stems from lack of precise knowledge of the course of (shadow) prices 
of outputs and inputs, as well as from lack of precise knowledge about the technical 
relationships between inputs and outputs.    But different projects are characterized 
by different degrees of uncertainty, and th« Symposium was obliged, therefore, to 
consider th« question of how to take uncertainty into account in the calculus of 
national economic profitability.    The Symposium rejected the conventional private 
practice of attaching penal ties to projects in proportion to their riskiness, for 
this practice leads private entrepreneurs to select projects of lower quality in 
their quest for certainty than they would choose were they to base their selection 
on expected »verage performance alone.    Since a government, unlike the typical pri- 
vate entrepreneur, construct« a large number of projects that are at least partially 
independent of one another, the government is able to pool risks In a way that the 
private entrepreneur Is not:    the failure of one project may be balanced by the 
above-par performance of another.    Hence, the government ought to measure project 
merit more by ite expectation of the project's average performance, paying less 
attention to possible variations about the average than a private entrepreneur, who 
places all his egg* in on« or two bsrkets, can afford to do. 

91. The choice of location of industrial projects received the attention of many 
authors end speaker«.   It vas agreed that the location of projects was an essential 
factor in the calculus of national economic profitability, especially with respect 
to national incoa« and redistributional objectives.    The relationship of a proposed 
project to existing end projected investment complexes was recognUed as an impor- 
tant area of divergence between commercial and national economic profitability 
requiring governmental direction to ensure that decisions are made in accordance 
with national economic rather than commercial profitability when the two conflict. 
Oovernsieiital intervention with the market might take the direct form of specifica- 
tion of location la industrial licensing or the indirect fora of subsidisation (tax 
holidays, concessional interest rates on governmental loans, etc.). 

92. The rol« of international «peciallsetion (division of labour) in the selection 
of project« according to national «conomie profitability received considerable 
attention fro» the Symposium.    The Symposium recognised the existence of a multi- 
plicity of objective« that international specialisation must serve:    first, in- 
ert*«« in th« total incoa« of the group of nation» landing together to gain from 
division of labour, second, equitable distribution of the gains In total income, 
which may conflict with mmximisetion of th« total in the same way that the goal of 
increasing the income of a specific region of a single country may reduce the 
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national income from the level attainable without special attention to the region 
in question    third, s ite internal  balance must te maintained in each economy,  even 
if this -onfll-ts with international  specialization (for example, no country will 
vant tc retain entirely agricultural  regardless of what the dictates of internatioral 
specialization might be).    The Symposium recosyAzei that the methodology for takin¿ 
international  specialization inte account in the calculus ->t national economie pro- 
fitability is in an embryonic state, and that incorporation of this   lesideratuir. into 
the formal criteria for project evaluation must await further research. 

93.    Management was recognise by the Symposia as a critical determinant of national 
•crcomic as well as correlai profitability.    The difficulties of incorporating 
evaluation of the ffiarmgement proposed for alternati?« projects into the calculation 
of either type of profitability were also recepii*«*.   Alternative forms of *»**f 
ttent were discussed.    Hie value of sanagement with previous experience in conditions 
similar to those that the new project will encounter, suggested the desirability of 
carefully selected foreign assistance combining foreign technical end managerial 
expertise with local entrepreneurehip, at leut in the early stages of new ^entures. 
The high cost of foreign management and the interest of the developing countries in 
developing their own cadres of managers make tfce training of domestic managers to 
rspleci foreign one. desirable both fro« the point °* *•f**0-•^*^' 
Mlltr end that of ustionai economic profitability,   fais factor, together with the 
importance of entrusting the conduct of the business to a smmgement tee*, «Weh 
includes adente knowledge of local conditions and problems and has a significant 
financial state in the success of the project, were f^^^^^^^J^* 
tate against managing agency and turn-key arrangements.    The argument was presentad, 
however, that locally-based managing agency firms, on the Indian model, could be 
valuable in countries where local managerial and entrepreneurial skills are scarce. 

9*.   Ita members of the Symposium felt that research into the P^^^L^^T 
•valuation should give special attention to the choice of ^S^^S^lt^t 
Particular reference to the varying need, of entries in f ff•f J^kf 
velopsMnt.    It was considered that the following studies should be undertaken. 

(g)   Collection and analysis of experience of management problems; 

(b)   Methods of appraisal of managerial requirements, 

(e)   Methods of organising tta provision of management on as iaternattoaal 
basis Tü*iB€ àm regard to the need for incentives to attract personnel wit» 
special skills), 

(d)   Methods of selection of management and of eaoaiaates for management 

training. 

o«     skill requirements apart from management were also considered by these at tee 
ËLâTm. ^So^Tskllled^rSrri». recognised - « iwrttut lifting 
factor to industrialisation, but one which commercial profitability can take inte 
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account only Insofar as shortages of skilled personnel are reflected in wage dif- 
ferentials.    The need for governmental action to ensure adequate supplies of the 
•kills required for carrying out the objectives and targets embodied in over-all 
plans was recognized, and optimism was expressed that „nput-cutput and other math- 
ematical techniques could quantify skill requirements.    This would permit project 
evaluation to be founded upon realistic estimates of the inventory  ,f human resources 
available and thereby increase the relevance of the calculus ci' national economic 
profitability. 

96.    The Symposium felt that all these topics - choice of inter-temporal criteria, 
treatment of uncertainty, location, incorporation of the desideratum of interna- 
tional specialization into the calculus of national economic profitability, the 
evaluation of management, and skill patte*M - merit further research.    In partic- 
ular, the differences between the period of recoupment and the present value cri- 
teria ought to be examined and the relationship between the two clarified.    The 
measurement of uncertainty and the nature of value judgements about the relative 
•ociel v«lue of higher average preference and lover risk, and the implications of 
the relationship between the two for choice among projects that differ in their 
degree and Und of uncertainty ought to be explored, with a view to setting opera- 
tional criteria for dealing with uncertainty.    The integration of international 
.pecialUation into the calculus of profitability should be studied in order to 
separate the decisis that rat be made at the level of over-all planning from the 
decUion. to be made at the level of project evaluation.   Research into evaluation 
of wmmmmnt should give special attention to the choice of management system with 
particular reference to the varying need, of oountries in different stages of de- 
velopment.    A uaeful fir.t step would be the collection and analysis of actual ex- 
périence Witti various forme of management. 

Survey of current practices and theories (agenda item B.U.c) 

97. The Symposium surveyed the theories and practice, of industrial project eval- 
uation adopted by both the centrally planned economies and the market economies. 

98. M.thod. of invettiïption. of inve.tment effectiveness in centrally P1^ 
ÏLZm have been gradually refined a. their economies get "J^ "»£**' 
Lt*     Startin* from the evaluation of industrial projects by means of partial 
Scînlcaî^ntîrîndtîe., the method, have now evolved in^ calculations by means 
oT^thetic indice..    Parameter, of the.e indice, referring to technical peri od 
of «netructioo and exploitation of investment alternatives are calculated in such 
?J^TS^Si^ 2So*i~telv the .ig*ificance of all these factors in relation 
to the national economy. 

99. It «. r.coe**nded that th. experience acquired by ^~ "«^» ì^°£" 
2¡ £*r*l practical probi» i» the fUlA of broadly-conceived effectiveness of 
^•H^J^ûTba ofMunificent value to the developing countries. 
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100. ïha investigations on th- optimization of perspective plane by sector and by- 
branch of inauetry carried out in some of these countries were discussed and their 
value noted. The Symposium recognized that one of the basic problems of development 
lies in thfi attainment of balanced growth for individual branches of industry. In- 
dividual projects should, therefore, be selected in conformity with this basic pre- 
mise. 

101. The main criteria used in industrial project evaluations in centrally-planned 
economies are as follows: 

(a) General strategy, location, ascertaining of resources and data require- 
ments , 

(b) Profitability: open static models are constructed using linear program- 
ming and shadow prices. 

102. "The Temporary Methodology for Comparing Economic Efficiency of Capital In- 
vestments in the CMEA Member Countries", which was circulated as information ma- 
terial at the Symposium, sets out the general principles for making such calcula- 
tions. 

105. The Symposium also considered the practices of industrial project evaluation 
In developed countries with market economies and surveyed the methods used for such 
évaluations in both the private and public sectors. 

1C&. The methods used in the developed countries are, of course, related to the 
objectives of the organization or sector. Broadly speaking, the private sector, 
the main objective of which is to maximize profits, evaluates projects in terms 
of their commercial profitability, on the other hand, there is an Increasing ten- 
dency for the public sector to evaluate projects in terms of their national economic 
profitability by, inter alia, relating them to regional and national objectives. 

105. It was noted from the literature presented that there is an increasing ten- 
dency in the developed countries to use: 

(a) Sensitivity and probability analyses to "neasure" toe uncertainty asso- 
ciated with a particular project; 

(b) Discounting methods (primarily the internal rat« of return and net pre- 
sent value methods) to calculate the national or comercial profitability of a 
project. 

(e) Input/output analyses and linear programing to nor« accurately forecast 
the data required for the evaluation of a project. 
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106. However, the literature revealed that there is still vide srre f>r improve- 
ment of the methods of industrial project evaluation in the developed c untries 
with market economies. Cne of the major problems is concerned with the nssertsmeiit 
of uncertainty and its place in the evaluation of a project. This is likely tt te 
an even greater problem in the developing countries. 

107. The Symposium noted that the experience of countries with centrally planned 
economies and developed economies was useful and relevant to developing c .untries 
and should be critically and selectively assimilated. However, the .'ympusium em- 
phasized the overriding importance in developing countries of relating all indus- 
trial projects to industrial priorities and estimating national eccn-.-n.ic jrorata- 
bility with a view to applying the limited resources to maximum effect 1' r accel- 
erated industrial development. 

Pricing problems with special reference to 
foreign exchange and foreign trade considerations 

(agenda item B.5) 

108. The problem of project evaluation must be looked at as embracing two distinct 
and equally important problems: 

(h)   That of finding a satisfactory investment criterion which would take 
into account both elements considered of utmost importance, i.e. the benefit and 
coat streams generated by a given industrial project, 

(b) That of finding the equilibrium prices for all the benefit and cost 
items considered in the criterion, i.e. prices that would equilibrate a given de- 
velopment programme. 

Whatever particular decision is made, the first problem affects seriously the second 
(that of pricing) at least insofar as it determines the list of items tc be priced. 

109. Since in any project evaluation the result depends both on the adopted cri- 
terion formula and the way the problem of pricing is solved, a Kind of substitution 
emerges between the actual shape of the formula and the price relation. This means 
that starting from a given situation, it is feasible to obtain the sime result either 
by changing the criterion formula, or by changing price relations. This fact shows 
it» significance especially when we have to deal xn practice with simplified for- 
mulae and approximated quasi-equilibrium prices, diven a particular chosen shape 
of the accounting formula, it is necessary to decide what value parameters are to 
be used for project evaluation. 

110. The moat obvious possibility, which is still quite often met in practice, 
would be to use for this purpose a set of market prices. But, in scrutinizing the 
general shape of the accounting formula, it can be seen at once that the set of 
actual market priceswauld not suffice even in the technical sense. For some of the 
independent variables (particularly on the benefit side), it is hard to find a market 
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price at all (if, for example, one of the benefit variables is improvement in health) 
Other variables representing future outlay or benefit would have to be valued, at 
best, at some expected future market prices. Moreover, it is commonly admitted that 
market prices do not always give the proper indication of what the actual social 
values of the relevant benefits and sacrifices are, particularly in cases involving 
substantial disproportions between the available amounts of various production fac- 
tors and related goals. Yet, though current market prices are faulty, they cannot 
te totally abolished or replaced. It does not mean, however, that current market 
prices could not possibly be replaced, partially at least, by some other set of 
prices, specially constructed to provide a yardstick of long-term evaluation of pro- 
duction factors allocation. 

111. There are two possible approach«.* to the problem of pricing in industrial 
project evaluation: one may be termed the computation approach and the other the 
policy approach. The computation approach is predominantly concerned with the 
techniques of computing the value parameters needed for making decisions on invest- 
ment choice. Elaboration of such techniques means necessarily an exercise in 
model-building for the optimization of plans (programmes). These techniques of 
optimization permit an estimation of the actual social values of production factors 
in the form of the so-called shadow prices. For instance, in terms of linear pro- 
graming, these prices represent a set of parameters of dual solutions to a given 
over-all development programme. Thus, from the point of view of a given develop- 
ment program®, the set of shadow prices represents the value parameters which ought 
to be assigned to all the "sacrifices" (or limply factors, as the case may be), in 
order to ;<ive this particular programme an optimum solution. Shadow prices show 
the weight of each of the constraints of the given programme, and in this way they 
show, in fact, the social values attached to each sacrifice item (or factor) within 
the given programme. In showing the weights of the constraints, shadow prices can 
also be interpreted in terms of showing the opportunity cost of each sacrifice, 
always given the development programme. 

112. Depending on the type of the development programme and the objective function 
chosen, shadow prices will acquire various economic meanings. Since shadow prices 
which are used in the accounting formula are entirely dependent upon the type of 
programme chosen for the purpose of finding the optimum solution, it follows that 
the degree it aggregation of shadov prices la also dependent upon the degree of 
aggregation of the programme in question. The use of a uniform, aggregated shadow 
price can hardly mean a satisfactory solution to the problem of pricing in indus- 
trial project evaluation. If this shadow price is used in combination with market 
prices, the ul timet« effect is difficult to predi et, it may happen that the use of 
market prices offsets the benefits of using shadow prices derived from an aggregated 
programme. Since it seems Impossible, for various reasons, to build a detailed 
programme (e.g. inadequate information, inability of processing the Information, 
etc.), the value parameters which reflect a certain development programme are in 
actual practice, nothing more than approximations of the ideal shadow prices derived 
from a perfect over-all programme. In order to make a distinction between these 
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approximated value parameters derived from actual practice and those derived  from 
an ideal model,  it was fount convenient to denote the former as accounting prices, 
while reserving the term "shadow prices" for the latter. 

113. There  seem to be two main features to the actual methods of computing account- 
ing prices as approximation of shadow prices.    Cne is that accounting prices are de- 
rived from what may be called partial solutions.    The other is that they represent 
aggregative value parameters.    This opens a broad range of possibilities and dilemmas 
for planners.    First, they face the problem of choosing one of the many conceivable 
approaches in a given situation, and second, how far to go in the refinement of a 
would-be-applied method. 

114. As to procedure,  some rationalization - stemming from the practical experience - 
might be observed in the behaviour of the planning authorities with respect to the 
computation of accounting prices.    For example,  as a rule, planners using accounting 
prices are anxious to compute the prices of tie factors which are manifestly in 
shortage.    Some countries are interested in finding out how to estimate the right 
rate of foreign exchange, others care first of all for the capital interest rate, 
and still others are primarily concerned about wage rates.    It was obvious for all 
participants that the adequacy of each of these approaches dependB on the current 
economic situation and the way of viewing the present and future development of a 
given economy.    This outlook of the economy may also be expressed in the choice of 
time horizon as a basis for the computation of accounting prices. 

115. There is a close relationship between the institutional framework and the 
"choice process" of approximate accounting pricee.    For instance, in a mixed economy 
an accounting price of a given factor can be selected out of a set of actual prices. 
Cn the other hand, a centrally planned economy by necessity (arising from a uniform 
price rule)  requires the derivation of accounting prices from some sort of an eco- 
nomic model. 

116. Since the computation approach leads, at best, to finding better or worse 
methods for making better or worse, but, as a rule, rather crude approximations, 
the policy approach becomes all the more important and perhaps it w mid deserve even 
more attention than the former one.    The policy approach implies that the economy-wide 
application of accounting prices requires the creation of a suitable information and 
inducement mechanism, which would be able to bring in line all the investment de- 
cisions of various levels.    The actual shape of such a mechanism depends largely 
upon the institutional set-up. 

HT.    In any economic system, provided only that a Central Planning Board does exist 
and does elaborate a certain strategy of development, attempts must be made by the 
Board to affect efficiently the decisions of individual decision-makers by: 

(a) Giving them enough information as to what they ought to choose in order 
to make~their decisions consistent with the over-all strategy, and 

(b) Persuading them to use this information in their investment decisions in 
the socially desirable way. 
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The existing investment institutional set-ups differ in the (a)  available,   (b) ne- 
cessary, and  (c) employment measures and instruments of performing the informational 
and inducement tasks.    An extensive programme of research, preferably    carried out 
by an international organization, is therefore needed, in order to provide developing 
countries with adequate policy instruments  as regards an efficient inducement mech- 
anism. 

118. in view of the prevailing economic situation in most of the developing countries, 
the problem of arriving at an appropriate accounting price of foreign exchange called 
for special attention in the discussion.    Simplified criteria emphasizing the foreign 
exchange savings of export promotion or import substitution projects were discussed. 
One of the techniques distinguishes between the foreign and local components in the 
costs  structure of the project  and then measures the savings of the foreign compon- 
ents  (compared with an accepted international price) in terms of the total domestic 
resource necessary to bring about this saving.    In computing the benefits of each 
project (in terms of foreign exchange earned either through export or import sub- 
stitution),  it is possible to use either market prices or, where there are imperfec- 
tions in the market prices, accounting prices or some approximation of it. 

119. It was recommended that developing countries, in the evaluation of the export 
promoting or import substituting projects,  should use techniques of the type des- 
cribed above, since this is possible even without having perfect input-output data 
or precise and accurate shadow prices. 

120. It was further recommended that developing countries include this type of an- 
alysis in their evaluation of industrial projects, so that their development will be 
aimed, among other considerations, at reaching the optimal savings in foreign ex- 
change either through import substitution or, where there is a distinct comparative 
advantage, through export promotion. 

121. It is believed that this type of analysis, once used, will foster international 
trade and enable each country to concentrate on those industries where the net savings 
in the foreign exchange would be the highest in terms of local cost« and would lead 
to an optimal development of industry, which will improve the balance of payments of 
the country. 

122. It was recommended that the Waited Nations disseminate these and similar tech- 
niques of evaluating industries from the point of view of foreign exchange savings. 
This could be achieved through the organization and holding of seminars and through 
assistance to the developing countries in the elaboration and clarification of these 
techniques. 

Appraisal of financial aapecta (agenda item B.6) 

123. Sound financial planning of the proposed enterprise is impossible unless there 
is equally good planning of facilities, production, sales, etc., that is, planning of 
the entire construction and operating programme of the new enterprise, since it re- 
presents the translation of this programme into monetary terms. 
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124. There  are at least four  important reasons  for financial   forecasting being d> >ne 
as carefully and in aa detailed a manner as possible.    Financial  estimates  provide 
the raw materials  for assessing commercial profitability and national economic pro- 
fitability of the proposed enterprise.    Second,  effective financial   forecasting pro- 
vides the basis for decisions on h >w to finance the enterprise.    Third, the  financial 
forecast has a great potential value as a controlling device.     By comparison of actual 
figures as  they develop with those originally forecast for critical   items,  management 
can take timely note of developing deviations from the planned positions and can take 
timely measures before the situation becomes unmanageable.    Finally,  an effective 
job of forecasting financial needs will help a great deal in gaining the confidence 
of the development financing agency or other potential investors in the enterprise. 

125. It wed  found that financial needs were  frevjuently underestimated by the s| nunors 
of industrial projects in developing countries.     The serious  underestimate of finan- 
cial needs  results in unduly high figures of commercial profitability and national 
economic profitability of the proposed enterprise, which may represent malallocation 
of resources.    Underestimation of requirements in the simplest form can lead to  the 
enterprise's running out of money and credit and collapsing before the inherent merits 
of the project have had a chance tc show themselves.    It may also lead to subsequent 
stringencies resulting in efforts to economize on important equipment or other facil - 
ities, which may seriously handicap the development of the enterprise.    On the other 
hand, an over-estimate of the potential financing requirements could so unduly de- 
press commercial profitability and national economic profitability of the project 
that it could be prematurely and unnecessarily abandoned.    In other cases, an 
over-estimate of financial needs can mean over-capitalization,  which represents 
wastage of valuable financial  resources.    It is for these reasons that the scrutiny 
of financial planning of the proposed enterprise acquires an exceptional importance 
in project appraisal. 

126. The projected balance sheet method and the cash flow forecast method represent 
two techniques of organizing projections of financial requirements.    The former re- 
presents a comparative statistics giving a picture of key balance sheet items at two 
different points of time without reflecting the needs that may arise in the interim. 
The latter is essentially a tabulation of the plans cf the enterprise in terms of the 
impact of the receipts and expenditures of cash in future periods.    A good set of 
financial forecasts should include both project balance sheets as of the month-end 
and cash forecasts detailed by monthly periods for the similar span of time.    Ap- 
praisal of these estimates requires for each proposed project,  careful consideration 
of (a) determinants of the investment of fixed assets, inventory needs (including 
raw materials, work-in-process, inventories and finished goods) and receivables, 
(b) determinants of the need for cash balances,   (c) sources of funds ("spontaneous" 
sources of credit or accrued liabilities, negotiated credit and equity investment), 
and (d) tabulation of cash flows of receipts (e.g.  sales, receivable arising out of 
sales7 sales of securities, etc.) and cash flows of expenditure (e.g. outlays for 
fixed assets, wages, rent, taxes, dividends, etc.) made under the cash flow forecast 
method. 
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127.    Inadequate emphasis on the process of project financial planning by sponsors, 
shortage of skilled and adequately experienced personnel in this field, widespread 
tendency towards underestimation of financial needs, failure of projections to re- 
flect distinctive circumstances of the particular project and failure to provide j¡ 
sufficient uncommitted reserves are among the chief weaknesses in financial planning . 
of the proposed projects in developing countries.    In view of the great importance of J 
financial planning, an evaluating agency may profitably aasist sponsors of a project 
in the development of detailed financial forecasts. 
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IV.     FOLLOW-UP AND  ÜUPE?YlL,I':N  CF INDULT:-;I   L  FVJ^CT 

Follow-up  of approved projects  (agenda item r_7) 

128.     The Symposium considered the subject  of follow-up    ->f the  implementation   3f 
industrial projects.     This activity is  to te  regarded ac   an element   in   ,he   con- 
tinuous process of  identifying,  formule ting,   appraising  and implementing a  project, 
but its importance has perhaps not hitherto been fully appreciated.    While   it hat: 
the obvious function of ensuring that  the project follows   approved lines,   it  has 
a number of other valuable results,  the importance of which needs to te publicized. 

I25.     It was recognized that because  of changing conditions,  no project is  likely 
to fellow forecasts exactly.    For this  and  other reasons,   follow-up should   result 
in a continuous,   limited  re-appraisal  of the project in   ohe  course of   imrlernentalUn 
This will enable the examining institution to assess and  revise the validity  of the 
assumptions and appraisal methods used during evaluation.     It will also provide 
information about the industrial effectiveness of the project.    A tool which has 
interesting possibilities for smooth and constructive follow-up is a network 
implementation plan created during the preparation and evaluation of the project, 
as referred to in paragraph 65 above. 

130. Since the development agency has a profound interest in successful develop- 
ment,  it should, without interfering with the entrepreneur's freedom and responsi- 
bility for managing the project, take early action to convince the management that 
their relation is one of long-term partnership.    Regular reporting by the manage- 
ment is a fundamental need, which should be  supplemented by the establishment of 
a good working relationship at a personal level.    The development agency can achieve 
this latter objective either by appointing a nominee director to the board of the 
project,  or by sending a representative to visit the project periodically.     Ir. 
addition,  top-level personal discussions should take place as the occasion permits. 

131. Follow-up activity conducted on these lines will help secure timely detection 
and correction of short-comings or danger for the project,   and should ensure  con- 
tinued,  committed support for the project  on the part of  the development agency. 
In some countries,   several bodies and organizations concerned with supervision, 
control, planning and evaluation of development projects may call for reports from 
management.    The Symposium recognized the problem of evolving a system whicn could 
satisfy all such organs without involving the management  in compiling repetitive 
reports in different forms. 

132. Attention was drawn to the fact that follow-up study of the coronerei til per- 
formance of a project was not necessarily a valid guide  to its success in achieving 
the nat'onal economic objectives that   nay have been expected from it and the need 
for further study of this question was recognized.    Moreover,   exceptional   local 
conditions,  especially in regard to developing countries,   may enable a project to 
make profits, although technically inefficient when related to certain accepted 
standards.     Tn this respect,  it was  suggested that follow-up agencies should de- 
vote increasing attention to the need for giving technical and administrative assis- 
tance to projects under exceptional conditions, even when they are commercially 
profitable.    The problems of achieving this objective in  a marke: economy,   however, 
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were recognized      s well as  the danger which might of feet  òhe management's 
i n'lependence 

IJJ-    The existence of machinery  in the development agency for follow-up work is 
vital, tut opinion differs atout whether or not this  should te located in the pro- 
ject division itself.    While this  is bound to be affected by local conditions  and 
available manpower,   it was felt that a study of this and certain other related 
questi ->ns could be valuable . 

13**.    Recognizing the beneficial  consequences that follow-up has for the project, 
the financial participants and the nation, the Symposium recommended that: 

(a) The proposed manual should emphasize the importance of implementation 
of projects being accompanied by  adequate and balanced follow-up activity, 

(b) The manual should present recommendations on the degree of intensity 
of follôw-up activity to be adopted in different cases with a description of the 
commonly accepted objectives and techniques;  and it should put forward specimen 
forms designed,  among other things, to minimize the burden on the project manage- 
ment when it has to make follow-up reports to several institutions, 

(c) The feedback results should "be studied, both as regards working methods 
and basic assumj tions and the measurement of industrial effectiveness in different 
industries attainable through follow-up activity.   Methods of maximizing these 
effects should be examined with a view to amalgamating them into generalized data 
which evaluating agencies could use as a basis for formulating national norms, 

(d) A study of follow-up practices under various different economic systems 
should be made with a view to bringing out their common features and differences. 
It should also examine: 

(i)    The problem of combining the assessment of commercial profitability 
achieved with the assessment of non-commercial national economic 
objectives,   and 

(il) The extent to which development or financial agencies can bene- 
ficially seek to improve the efficiency of the project to be 
followed up through supporting services or activities of a different 
nature. 
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V.     :.iJRVLY  CF  CVIJN'LI-Y  CXI : hl.-N»' - 

Review  4  Jjidutr.rial project évolua^! 
in developing countries   ! agenda   item 

Country experience  (agenda item D-o a) 

135 The account  of country experience in industrial project evaluation included 
a survey of the organizational framework available  for pro.ject évaluation it: the 
various countries,  a description of ' the different  criteria used,  and,   in t renter or 
lesser detail, the techniques adopted in their application      There VUG ¿enere1 
agreement that the proper evaluation and selection of projects were  of fundamental 
importance in development planning and,  therefore,   that  the developing countries. 
in particular,  needed to  improve their machinery for projet  évaluation    ar well  re 
to refine their method and practice in project analysis  and selection. 

136 The organization generally available for evaluation and selection of projects 
consisted of the Government machinery for planning and promotion of industry,  on 
the one hand, and the banking and financing institutions on the other.    The quality 
and adequacy of these agencies for project evaluation in the different countries 
varied in proportion to their state of development. 

137 In almost all participating countries, the machinery for national planning 
had'-been established.    While in most countries there existed a national framework 
of plan priorities and development goals within which individual projects were 
developed and evaluated,  many countries are still faced with problems of project 
evaluation arising out of the absence of such a national framework.    The close 
dependence of project evaluation on integrated national planning was most evident 
in the centrally planned economies,  while in the economies where industrial growth 
was predominantly in che private sector, broad sectoral goals and guidelines pro- 
vided the framework of industrial development combined,   in some cases, with losing 
procedures and industrial incentives within which individual projects •£ a^^_ 
and financed.    It appeared, however,  on the whole,  that the creation of the cañiza 
Son foY detailed project ¿valuation as part of the planning process should receive 
closer attention in most of the developing countries. 

138      The financing institutions, which included development financing institutions 
and commercia Ss, vere one of the principal agencies of project evaluation, 
SüiSíly in Gantries in which the private sector was responsible for a sut- 
stantii portion of the industrial sector,  and also in one centrally planned but 
hiehlv decentralized economy.     Some of these countries had developed a well- 
"££££ network of financing institutions which operated effectively for the 
evaluation and financing of individual industrial enterprises      ,ome of the e 
financing institutions had even adopted measures to promote and s '•°J ^e?^erest 
for investment when such projects were regarded as desirable in the national intent 

SSlï there was agreement that such a dual function »ay ^"J^t^eci 
stages of industrial growth in developing countries,   it was fel,  ^t Project 
î-Si-wert and proie-t evaluation should ideally be the functions of separa.t 
orS^^ ^ ¡««i« of such a dual function would tend to endanger the 

objectivity of the evaluation. 
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15 y       Maxv'  of  Je   level: j , in*r countries  defend larrely ~r. foreign,  consultants  fer 
the   ev-légion   .1'  jr.divilual   . r^ecis,   since   the  skiils   to  access   the  techno- 
ecoriOmic  feacilility   .f projects  n >ve  as yet   Lo Le developed in  these  countries. 
Therefore,   the need   for taese countries   ic.  develop   the range cf  skills  specific   GO 
feasibility  r^ulies   and  <- valus tion 'f   industrial projects,   which   include  the   skills 
of the   uechnolo^is,.,   account ii.t,   ec-n-mist,   and :,ana¿,er,   cannot  he over-stressed. 
Furthermore,   the efficacy  and usefulr.eeL   of project  evaluation depend not only  on 
the availEiility of qualified staff,   rut   also on the machinery for collecting and 
processing the statistical data that is  required.     It was felt that in most develop- 
ing countries,  the paucity cf statistical information and the unreliability of 
available information was militated against  sound project evaluation. 

l40.     Most countries applied both  the criceria of national economic profitability, 
as well  as  those  of commercial profitability  in evaluating  their industrial  in- 
vestments      In the; developing countries  in which criteria of commercial profitability 
had  originally teen followed without  re_ard to the  overriding needs of the national 
econotsy,   industrial growth had been unbalanced in character,  and had even aggravated 
some  of the basic economic  problems of these countries,  such as the balance of 
payments      In applying the criteria of national economic profitability,  special 
emphasis was normally given tj the capacity of the investment to improve the balance 
of payments and generate earnings or savings in foreign exchange.    Among the other 
criteria vhich had received priority were the capacity of the project to generate 
employment, its contribution to the national income,  its contribution to balanced 
regional growth within the national economy,  Its capacity to maximize the use of 
indigenous raw materials and resources,   and its capacity to stimulate and sustain 
further industrial growth.     In this respect emphasis was placed on the need to pay 
closer attention to the incommensurable benefit factors in project evaluation,  which 
was felt particularly in the initial stages of development,  and to identify those 
characteristics of an industrial project which contribute to industrial growth, 
which enhance the level of technology,   and act as originating points for a sustained 
process of industrialization.    In regard to the experience of many developing 
countries in implementing programmes of import substitution,  there was general 
agreement in line wich what was said in paragraph 51* that import substitution 
should receive somr priority in the first phase of industrialization,  with the 
recognition that c angers were inherent in giving it exclusive priority.    Such a 
process of industrialization is often based on light consumer industries.    The level 
of technology that goes with it is comparatively low and seldom provides a base for 
further industrialization.    Moreover, local production of consumer goods frequently 
leads to undesirable expansion of demand and ultimately, as was stated before, to 
growth in imports. 

1^1      The approach in project evaluation evolved in developed countries needed to 
be modified in countries where the industrial sector has yet to be developed.    For 
instance, it would be sometimes unrealistic to make an evaluation on the bet is of 
an individual project,  since, as is frequently the case, a group of related projects 
have to be developed to ensure the efficiency of the individual investment as it 
acquired its economic viability in a complex of co-ordinated investment.    A dynamic 
approach to project evaluation would also have to examine markets jn relation to 
new perspectives,  including the domestic perspective created by a growing economy, 
as well as the international perspective created by the possibilities of the division 
of labour and economic integration at an international level.    There is also the 
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need  to  create markets  Try joint  venture  tetveeu   countries,   •'.-  ve'.!   ar   Irò ortri a i 
branca agreements   cetveen countries   de GO ri red i.y  ti.e  Un it-ed AI  li  L-'    Vr.f*-rer.c.   * r. 
Trade    end Development,  which v.ould   alter tLie norm;-l   ^îvet     j •;:••• ch   t     evi ¡ a-.i i • n. 
of  Individual projects.     üertain  groups  rf countries  which verrei;  viti.ii.  ti.e frame- 
work of common markets,   and policies  ci economic  integra ¿i -r.   placed   ti.e  evalr.at : < r. 
of their investments   in that  framevork. 

142. The techniques  employed in the  application  of the  criteri-  varied  in  r 4 rus- 
tication according to  the nature  oí'  the economy  and  the  le\ el of development.     _u 
countries where central planning vas  adopted,  elaborate methodologies,   tiv.ether 
with a wide vaiiecy of indices,  were employed for calculating the efficiency if the 
investments.    In developing countries with a mixed or market econcrry.  the   \ eohni   uet 
adopted were simpler and the indices  used were fewer.     The  r,tati.".tie;<l  irf'i'ii.: liu: 
avalladle in these  countries  and,   in  some instances,   the nature ^f  the   ¡ lM.i.in 
process itself in their present  stage of development did not easily   lend themsel\ er- 
to more complex methodologies.    However,  it was recognized that the   introduction   El- 
more reliable methods  and more precise instruments for the intensive analysis  ->f 
projects,   as well  as the measurement of their impact on the total   economy,  had to 
"be expedited in these  countries. 

143. Finally,  attention must te drawn to the frequent disparities  in many develop- 
ing countries between the project  as evaluated and the project as  implemented and 
operated.    This  is attributed,  among other factors,   to the absence   of comprehensive 
statistical data and to failures  in implementation and follow-up,  which indicated 
the need for greater control of project implementation,  as well as the systematic 
evaluation of the performance of projects in operation. 

Case studies (agenda item E.8.b) 

lkk.    In general,  many developing  countries have had  a good deal uf experience   in 
the implementation of industrial projects.    Many case  studies vere  reported and 
discussed,   among these were large,   medium and small  enterprises in  the  public- as 
well as the private  sector.    The  subject matter of these case studies dealt with 
experiences in project evaluation for power plants,   steel mill foundries,   cement 
mills,  automobiles and ship repair  servicee, etc. 

IU5. Generally, projects were conceived and implemented in accordance with the 
national economic strategy or plan, and priority was given to national economic 
profitability in the evaluation and implementation of projects. 

146.    Among the particular difficulties stressed were the following: 

(a) Changes and uncertainty of technology; 

(b) Shortage of skilled workers; 

(c) Shortage of efficient ménagement teams, 

(d) Shortage of financial  support, 

(e) Faucity and -uncertainty of statistical data. 
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1kl.    In SO far as there was a common thece through  che various case studies,  the 
following general points were made: 

(a) Satisfactory execution of planned and analysed projects is of central 
importance; 

(b) Project parameters must be based on reliable data,  although in developing 
countries such data is either unavailable cr incomplete, 

(c) Because of the latter, and because national economies are generally 
under-developed, the general criteria used in deciding an optimum size should not 
be the same as those criteria used in developed economies, 

(d) It is necessary to attempt to draw up a priority list in those countries 
with scarce raw materials and foreign exchange, otherwise the simultaneous or un- 
planned decision to carry on several projects may have the effect of provoking 
bottle-necks in obtaining raw materials and foreign exchange, thus causing delay 
or abandonment of certain projects; * 

(e) The experience gained by a project analysis staff is useful for the 
evaluation and implementation of future projects      The follow-up stage is partic- 
ularly important and must allow for correction of errors, over-estimates, etc 
and for a look in retrospect of the various factors affecting policy decisions' 

(f )    Factors governing site location comprise technical, economic and region- 
al considerations such as: region- 

(i)       Availability of water, power and other services; 

(ii)     Transport economics, 

(iii)   Kegional development. 

where ilL^^f?11* 5°* prc*er *ite investigation was stressed, particularly 
where large capital investment was being considered for large units of plant and 

„<„«   Í-*    ÏV* the criterla U8e<i <» Plea* layout should be ease of expansion, 
since in certain projects the success of the initial stage often justifies ex- 
pansion of productive capacity; 

~   J-K S16 Bece88ity for a thorough investigation of the social aspects of the 
IfïSïiïiîïî Pr^Ci'    ^iS inVOlVeS n0t ^ toe mr* *-**•* problems, such as availability of labour force, etc., but also those secondary effects of the pro- 
4ect,  such as the need for relocating houses, immigration to project site, etc.? 

(¿)    It ia important that technical and managerial personnel of the develocimr 
country work with the foreign agencies or consultants during both the planning £t* 
construction phases so that some experience of the work is thereby kept within the 
ccMltions War' foreign consultants can also be well-advised of local 
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(k)    Construction of the project  should suit the needs  jf the developing country 

(1)    Where forcipi consultants or companies are regained un ^articular pro- 
jects and wish to tender for the construction of the project,   advice from independent 
consultants should also be sou£hv - possibly the latter can check the work of the 
former; 

(m)    Where feasible, the local company or agency should act as liaison between 
the foreign contractor and local supplie« of building material and machinery.    In 
this way,  the local sub-contractor is better advised on the specific needs of the 
contractor and his requirements.    If t-.uch a contract is properly handled, the side 
effects can be iaportant for local oauufacturers; 

(n)    Co-ordination and co-operation between the foreign contractor and con- 
sultant and the local company or agency should be written into the tender contract. 
Such a procedure of co-operation,. though   »ore eosçlicated, difficult and perhaps 
risky, is healthier as It prevents peraemeat dependence on foreign expertise, 

(o)   The developing country through iti agencies should clearly foraulate its 
objective! and provision should im made for eaergeccles.    ft« systea of control 
should allow for a fair degree of flexibility and a system of arbitration should 
also be agreed upon for settling disagreements ; 

(pj    In resolving these probleas, the United nations could be of valuable 
help to developing countries through It« technical assistane« prograo&es.    Particular 
attention should therefore be give« to the research of the particular needs and the 
proaotioo of requests for respective assistance in these aspects of Industrial pro- 
ject evaluation. 
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AÍÜÜX I 

A3EKTA IM) FROOftUiCl 

I.    7p>nd» 

*•     Praliaioary «tap* in «atting up iBduatrlal project« 

1«   BtUtloa of project to tha ganaral «tratagy of ioâ*i»trlal dev«lopa«nt 
i.   Eawmtial HiMili m th« prop*r*t4oa of inânatrial pro^aeta 
5. Ra<*uir*a«nt» of data and otb«r information for, sua institutional «spoeta 

of, industrial project   «valuation 

S.     CooJidarationa ia or*l»tiQB of tn<l«atri*i projocta 

%*   Critarla for induatrial projact «valuation 
ia)     Coa»«rcial profiUMlity aad national «corate profitability 
(to)     Otbar criteria (llnka«e conaidaration«, «alii formation, ooapoalta 

criteria, ate.) 
(fj    Swrty of carrant practico» «a« tnaorioa in th« fiala of inât»tr4*l 

project «valuation 
$•   Priein« probi«»» with «poetai r«f«r«iio« to foreign «xchane« and foraian 

trate considerations 
6. Appraisal of financial aspeeta 

c« 

&. 

rbllov-up and supervision of induatrial project« 

f •   Follow-up of approved pro J «eta 

Surrey of country exp«ri«nc« 

S.   Boriav^iaâiiotriea project evaluatlcs in oeveloping couotria» 

(il Country experience 
Sea* étudies 
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II.    Pro gratta» 

Meeting Place:    Valdstejn Palace 

Monday, 11 October 1965 

9.3O     -     12.30 

U.JO     -     IT.3O 

Tuesday, 12 October 1965 

9.30 r 12.30 

1**30 - IT.30 

Bagi ft ration of participant» 

Addreac of veleone by Mr. Jan Piller, 
Deputy Prime Minister and President of the 
State Cofflmieaion for Investment of the 
Govirniwnt of the Cieehoslovak 3ocialiit 
Republic 

Statement by the Director of the SyRposiw 

Message fro« the Waited Rations Coa»isaioner 
for Industriel Development 

Menage fro» the United Mations Coiaisaicner 
for Technical Assistance 

flection of ChAiraan of the 3yiaposiuir 

Opening Address by the Chairman of the 
Symposium 

Adoption of Agenda 

Election of other office bearers 

A*   fr«UBiB»ry steri j6 setting m 
Industrial projects 

I«   Halation of projects to the general 
strategy of industrial development 

2.   Essential elements in the preparation 
of industrial projects 

Beeeption by the Deputy Frine Minister and 
the President of the State Cosaelsslon for 
Investment 
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Waâ&aaday, 13 October 1965 

9.30 - I2.30 

îA.30 . 17,50 

9.3© • ü§5fif u.je - iT.30 

9.>0 . 12.30 

Aftarooon 

Saturday. |6 October Iffi 

*tem<ag and AftarBcoB 

oyaaay. 17 potooar ffiy 

HooAay, IB OctcWr 196f 

f.5© - 12,50, Ik.jO - 17.30 

A.3*   Requirements of data    and other 
information for, and ifiatitutioasl 
aspect« of, induatrial project 
«valuation 

i#   &*—* of eouBtry «xwlenca 

0.   Berle« of induatiiai project ml- 
uatic© is <Uv«lopin« countries 

(»J   Country experience 

8.   (§)   Country experience 

8.   (Ji)   Ceae •tudi*a 

IfctüAf with the Mayor of Prague, ana pre- 
stati« of UM «aitar plan fter n*#» by 
ti» chief architect of Fragua 

Sigbteeeia* 

Cf*3a 

yytoyoBa la eveluatloe af 

%.   wrlterie for ioduetrial project 

ii>   Comercial profitability Ml 
a»ttoB*l acociovle profitability 
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Tuesday, 19 October 1965 

9.50 - 12.30, 14.30 - 17.50 

Weteesjay. 20 October 1965 

9.30 - 12.30, 1%.30 - 17.30 

Thursday, gl October 1 

9.3O - 12.30 

lfr.3© - i?#30 

Friday, 22 0<rt¿fc« 1^ 

f.») - 12.30 

1^30 - IT.30 

Saturday, gj October 196i 

9.30 - 12.30 

U.JO - IT.30 

U.    (1)   Commercial profitability and 
national economic profitability 
(continued) 

k,    (b)   Other criteria (linkage con- 
sideration, skill formation, 
composite criteria, etc.) 

k,    (b)   Other criteria (linkage con- 
siderations, »kill foraation, 
composite criteria, etc.) 
(concluded) 

Orovç Î; Diecueeion vith the Represen- 
tative of the Chechoslovakian 
State Coniission for Investment 
and State Planning Commimion 

Qmw II: Bipcuasio» with the Rep* ten- 
tative of state design organ- 
isations of Czechoslovakia 

k* (c) Survey of current practices and 
teorie» In the field of indus- 
trial project evaluation 

Group I: »iscussions vith the Represen- 
tatives of state design or gar- 
i tat ions of Czechoslovakia 

Oroup 12:       Discussions vith the Represen- 
tatives of the Chechoslovakian 
State Cowission for Investment 
aud State Planning Commission 

*. (c) Survey of current practices and 
théorie« in the field of indus- 
trial project evaluation (concluded) 

3« Pricing problema with special refer- 
ence to foreign exchange and foreign 
trade considerations 
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Suodey, 2*» October 1965 

Monday. 25 October 1965 

9.30 - 12.30, lk.% - 17.30 

Tueaday, 26 October 1965 

Wedneeday. 27 October i96§ 

ffauredny. 28 October Xfä 

9.30 - 12.30 

1^.30 - 17.30 

fri day. 29 Octobr 196s     • 

9.30 - 12.30 

D*y-long viait to the «it« of «ulti-purpose 
project on the river Vitare 

1.5.   Pricing proble*» viti* special ref- 
erence to forets exchange end foreign 
trade coniideratloii« 

Bay-long visit io the porcelain factory la 
Karlovy Very follovinj diacueaiooa with the 
design orgacisationa 

mtvem trip fro« Karlovy Vary including 
vtalt to the region of veatern Boheeda 

B.6.   Appraisal of financial «apéete 

c#   ypllo»»» taa suc«rvlsloa of lnduatrlal 
provecta 

7.   yollow-up of approved project» 

Conclusion* 

Introduction of Syayoslu* Report 
Adoption of SyapoeluB Report 
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AKHEX II 

cmmzhfim OF THE SîWOSIW 

2. 

3. 

ttt cwrill Chairra; 
®f ft» Sawpalm 

Chaira«: for four aa.Jcr 

A. Preliminary at#ft le 
Mtting up industrial 
project« 

B. CooaidaraUon* in 
•v»lu*tion of isâi». 
trial proJacta 

C. Follov-up «A lupar« 
viiioc of industrial 
projet» 

E.     Surray of ooantry 

Prof «»»or 01 tf «eh Stradai 

• fer guiding Al»ctt—loa 

(C • Cooaultants, K • «apportai» 
tioA M » Mavbara) 

A.l.   Ralatioc of pro Jacta to 
tha necrml rtratagy for 
industrial cUYtloywot 

A.*.    Esaantial alaaact« la 
thé prapauUion ot 

Mr. Au«uste Millac Urtüa 

M?. Mo«dilo Pajovid 

Mr. Atoad II Barbary 

Mr. S.B. Jo»hi 

l. Mr. »uoo F, te Figuairado (C) 
c » Mr. 3aora>» A. Fmtoye (B) 
5. Mr. Irac Iranov (M) 
V. î*r. iL. Skebinaki (M) 
5. Mr. Andra* HuybrechU (M) 
6. Mr» Zoltan gûMS (M) 

U Mr. I.C. Mittra (C) 
2. Mr. K. Se»fe«tsiri (B) 
?. Mr. M.A. Figuera* Para* (M) 
fc. Mr. W. Kraos (M) 
5. Mr. M. Chin« (M) 
6. Mr. E.P.C. Faraauéc (M) 
7. Mr. Fracs Lattis (M) 
6. Mr. Ufcart© Tadaschi (M) 
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A.5.   Raqui raiaant« of data and 
otto« information for, and 
institution*! «apcct« of, 
industriai project •valua- 
tion 

••fe. {*) CoMarcial profita- 
bility and national 
#«ono«ic profituMUty 

••»•   (%)   Otò«f cri Uria (Un*> 

!•%. 

B»5- 

•kill AnvUet, eea- 
poaita oritaria, ate.) 

Cf)   §wrv»y of currant 
practica« and tbaorla« 
In tba fi«u of indu*, 
trial projact «valut, 
tion 

Pricing proUan« with 
apacial rafaranoa to for- 
•i«« axenan#a and foraian 
trada oonaidarationa 

».6«   imitai ©f finaociAi 

C.f« Folio*-*a> of 
nroJaata 

1. Mr. 
2. Mr. 
3. Mr. 
h. Mr. 
5. Mr. 

1. Mr. 
2. Mr. 
3» Mr. 
k. Mr. 
5» Mr. 
é. Nr. 

1. Mr. 
2. Mr. 
5« Mr. 
k. Mr. 
5. Nr. 
0. Mr» 

1. Mr. 
2. Mr. 
5* Nr. 
*• Mr. 
5. Mr. 
6. Mr. 

1* Mr. 
2. Nr. 
3« Mr. 
k. Mr. 
3. Mr. 
6. Mr. 

K.C. Mittra (C) 
T.M. lad« (p) 
¿osé* L. Viatti (M) 
F. van Hoak ÍM) 
J.J. Bright (M) 

S. Marglin (C) 
M. Ostrowski (e) 
3.B. Akgur (ä) 
M. Cunha da SUVA (M) 
O. Cuter (M) 
f .E. Kuhn (M) 

S. Marglin (C) 
M. Oatrovaki (c) 
R.L. Shraatha 
A.Î. Maoaia 
«. Zyaalaan 
0. Cukor (M> 

Äirid 1. Alar/ (C) 
8. Yiaran (A) 
J.M- Mouafrounou (M) 
0. Farfack? (M) 
M. Rakovaki (M) 
C.B. Bdnarda (M) 

»CR) 

1. Mr. 
t. Mr. 

• Nr. 
f. Mr. 
* 

N. Oatrovaki (C) 
8. Marflin (C) 
Bao-Zion Shaplra (R) 
K. Ifwvani (M) 
J.X. Cabo Mugis* (M) 
0. Miehailov (M) 

F.F. da Figuairado (C) 
A. CamilUri (R) 
T. Maslgh (M) 
L.R.C. Lathbridfa (M) 

Sien (M) 
1. Nr. 
2. Mr. 

Kr. 
Mr. i 

I.F. et Figuairado (c) 
I. Situábate (R) 
C Alipal AlcMar (M) 
I.T. Parakb (K) 
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B.0.   (a)   Country experience 

».i.   (h)   GSM ttudlei 

1. Mr. 
2, Mr. 
5. Mr. 
## Mr. 
5. Mr. 

1. Mr. 
2. Mr. 
5. Mr. 
%. Mr. 
*. Mr. 

K.C. Mittra (C) 
0. (Juonattlleke (R) 
Saalr Kawar (M) 
J. Martinez Beni tez (M) 
B. Berkoff (M) 

E.B. Alaev  (C) 
V.A. Richardion (R) 
Bto-Zion Shapira (M) 
1. Parra-P#fta (M) 
If «A» MOBCOOO Campofl (M) 
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ANNEX III 

LIAISON OFFICER AND ORGANIZING COMMITTEE 
OF THE 

GOVERNMENT 0? THE CZECHOSLOVAK SOCIALIST REPUBLIC 

LiaiBOB Officer 

Mr, Zdengk Durpekt, lug. 
Chief Architect, Town and Country Planning repartaient 
Research Institut« for Building and Architecture 
Letenská 3 
Prague i - Mala Strana 

Organizing CoMBJttee 
lead of the Committee 

Mr. Jiff lurXik, Ing. 
Head of the Department of Industry 
Research Institute for Building and Architecture 
Letenaká 5 
Prague 1 - Mala Strana 

Members 

Mrs. Libuse Hruaková 
Department of Scientific and Technical Information 
Research Institute for Building and Architecture 
Letenaká 3 
Prague 1 - Mala* Strana 

Mrs. Olga Jahodová 
Department of Economics «ad Finance 
Research Institute for Building and Architecture 
Letenská 3 
Prague 1 - Mala Strana 

Mr. Jaroslav Karlovak? 
Head of the Department of Economics and Finance 
Institute for Standardization 
Perlova 1 
Prague 1 

Mr. Emilian Konoplisky 
Research Worker 
Institute for Stands idi ration 
Perlova 1 
Prague 1 
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10*8. Vira Loulová 
Department of International Relations 
State Commission for Investment 
Politicien vezÄu 11 
Prague 1 

Nr. Vladimir Matëjka 
Secretary of Advisory Department for Mechanization 
end Automation of &igineeritig 
Václavaké nais 55 
Prague 1 

Mr. Joeef Míitánek 
lead of the Department of Economica «od Finance 
Feeearch Institute for Building and Architecture 
Letenaká 5 
Pregue 1 - Mali Strani 

Nr. Ladillav Sabart, Ing. 
Ratearen Worker, Department of Industry, 
Research Institute for Building «ai Architecture 
Letenská* 5 
Prague 1 - Mala* Strana 

Mr. HH Turalif lag. 
Reaearch Worker 
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rtNNEX V 

ADDRESS OF MR. J*N PILIER,  DEPUTY PRIM£ MINISTER 
AND CHAIRM/iN OF THE STATE COMMISSION FOR INVESTMENT 

ladles and gentlemen, comrades, 

The Government of the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic was pleased by 
toe initiative of the Centre for Industrial Development of the united Nations 
t© organize the Inter-regional Sympoeluœ on Industrial Project Evaluation, 
and entrusted me to welcome you on Its behalf in the spirit of our tradition- 
al hospitality. 

The Issues chosen as topics of discussion centi« around the complicated 
process of industrialization as a necessary prerequisite for the growth of 
the cultural and living standards of the people.    This is a very difficult 
and important question.    Consequently, ve appreciate the initiative of the 
Centre for Industrial Development of the United Hâtions in organizing a mu- 
tual exchange of experience to try to avoid errors and Eistukes in the field 
of capital construction which have occurred in various countries. 

h§ a «aber country of the United Nations ve consider this action a con- 
crete step towards realization of the resolutions of the Committae for Indus- 
trial Development of tu« Economic and Social Council, aiaed ¿t Ue.ping the 
countries embarking upon the road towards industrialization. 

We consider it our duty, arising not only frees our membership in the 
United Mations, but also fit» our heartfelt sympathies to the developing 
count rie s, to place all of our experience acquired in the process of our own 
Industriali** tic«, at their di spossi. 

After liberation, our country inherited an industry which was not pre- 
portionately balanced, dad not answer our requirements and was far from en- 
suring the standard of living we wanted to secure for our working people. 
Huch baa ba«?a dona in that respect already.   I believe, as one of the partiel' 
puta of tola Symposium, that we shall haw the opportunity to enrich our 
knowledge bv the experience of other member countries. 

Baar friends, aUov mt to stress particularly the f^ct that a success, 
ful solution of long-tent induatrlallsatlon problema necessitates a peaceful 
coesisterne«   *g all nations regardless of their social system and ncial back. 

leutual understanding, personal contacts and exchange of experience are, 
«a we ate It, the beat way towards creating friendly relations not only be- 
tuten individuala but alto between nations. 

The enthusiasm for a technical solution of high-level problems creates 
firs bonds of mutual appreciation and respect in spite of difference of opi- 
nion. 
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From its experience acquired in creating a socialist society 
Czechoslovakia aas eon* to respect the endeavours of all countries to utilize 
the abilities and skills of their peoples, to develop and explore their own 
natural resources to the benefit of their nations, and to ensure their well- 
being in the future,    AS the host country ve shall do our best to put at your 
disposal all our experience in the field in wfeiéh you are Interested.    You 
will have the opportunity to di scusa the forms and techniques of our work 
with our experts and to examine their thoroughly.    In doing so we would like 
to give life to the alas of the discussion which Mr. Abdel-Rahmen had in 
Prague in the suasser of 1964, in bis capacity as a United Mations Cosmissioc- 
er for Industrial Development, with our Government on the problems of the or- 
gani tat ion and purposes of the Sysposlw. 

Ladles and fanti «mu, comrade a, this country it said to have cordial, 
hospitable and sincere people.    We hope you viU find some time to confirm 
these qualities. «««*ra 

,    •  fr î**111 l **•* *** &m% «*«*•• ** *»** «»acting worm and personal- 
HtÍJ2l,L*^*?Lrm •1^

iMt mr *• ow «mBtry, whieh, we hope, w*U con- 
tribute to f risndly relations among our ec«trias and peoples. 
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ANNEX VT 

ADDRESS BY THE DIRECTOR OF THE  SYMPOSIUM 

Mr.  Deputy Prime Minister, Mr.  Kurka, Mr.ScheJbal and Mr.  Dudas, distin- 
guished participants and observers,  ladies and gentlemen, 

It is an honour and a pleasure  for me to express our sincere thanks and 
appreciation for the efficient help and generous hospitality extended by our 
host - the Government of the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic.    We are particu- 
larly fortunate that it was possible  for us to hold this gathering in this 
beautiful, old, golden city of Prague, which displays not only a variety of 
cultural and historical monuments of its glorious past but also reflects a 
high level of up-to-date achievements in cultural, social, economic and parti- 
cularly Industrial development.    It seems to me that there could be no better 
place for a comprehensive exchange of experience and which would be more appro- 
priate for creating a stimulating working atmosphere than this noble Valdstejn 
relace.    Indeed, a serene working atme onere is needed for scrutinizing pro- 
blems of a complexity such as we have -aosen to deal with at this Symposium. 

Ihere is no longer any substantial controversy about the fact that a 
systematic and rigorous examination of the allocation of available resources 
is indispensable for the formulation of projects which would constitute a 
steady basis for an accelerated pace of industrial development.    However, 
making a   best choice" decision is atill very often extremely difficult and 
far fro« being obvious and a matter of common sense.    It is also wise not to 
»SSMS» the easy availability of efficient management, of skilled personnel or 
other larrattructuns   facilities in developing countries.    Therefore, it can 
be safely said that the complexity of an economic evaluation of projects in 
developing countries seems to be commensurate with its importance.    For these 
reasons toe Committee for Industrial Development unanimously recognized at 
its fifth session, bald in May 1965, that the formulation and evaluation of 
Industrial projects is of strategic importance in industrial programming and 
development.    $*e Coaraittee considered that this Prague Symposium on Indus- 
trial Project Evaluation represents a valuable beginning of a sustained pro- 
gramme in this field of activity.    Hie Committe   deemed it essential that this 
Symposium be followed by regional and national workshops and by substantial 
technical assistance in this field, to be organized and carried out by the 
Centre for Industrial Development. 

*****•• In mind the paramount importance of project evaluation, this Sym- 
posium proposes to devote its attention both to the investigation of the state 
of the ert and theoretical basis as well as to the survey of current practices 
and experience In this field.   As you have no doubt seen from the programme of 
werk and studies prepared for the Symposium the documentation offers a range 
from very simple to very complex techniques.   Four basic topics have been se- 
lected to approach the problems and issues of industrial project evaluation. 

First, thanks to the expert contribution of most of the participants and 
observers it was possible to assemble a substantial body of experience in the 
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form of forty-five country and case studies, which are submitted for discussioi , 
This material constitutes a basic issue of our Symposium and represents at the 
same time a complementary issue to the following three items. It offers a sub- 
stantive factual source of experience to be drawn upon and learned from. 

Second, in order to define the economic importance of project evaluation, 
it seemed necessary to investigate the preliminary steps and necessary elements 
in setting up industrial projects. It is expected that the discussion will 
make it possible to find out and define the essential links between the eelec- 
tion and evaluation of individual industrial projects and the over-all strategy 
of industrial development. 

Third, departing from the obvious necessity that well-defined and clear 
criteria for project evaluation are a fundamental pre-requisite for a practi- 
cal and meaninful procedure of appraisal of projects, we have attempted to 
streamline this issue before the Symposium in a way which would allow focusing 
the discussion and considerations on industrial project evaluation and on me- 
thods of applying them. Realizing that the relevant importance of a particular 
criterion varies not only from one country to another but from one stage of 
aer-all development to another, it would seem impossible and even senseless to 
endeavour to hammer out a general priority list of criteria or even a uniform 
technique of applying them. Even though this fact may be well recognized, it 
will nevertheless be highly desirable to make an attempt to carve out of the 
often found conglomeration of various criteria, which are sometimes even unre- 
lated to economic development, those criteria and methods which will facilitate 
the choice of priorities from an economic standpoint and at the same time set 
a price label to economically non-justifiable decisions. It is necessary to 
emphasize, therefore, that in evaluating an industrial project in a developing 
country it is indispensable to take into account national economic profitabili- 
ty. Ways to achieve this are not only of crucial importance but are also fair- 
ly complicated. It is with these considerations in mind that it is hoped that 
toe deliberations of our Symposium will find answers to the intricate problems 
refore us. 

Fourth, follow-up activities which are a most important function in the 
practice of formulating, appraising and executing industrial projects must be 
given special attention by the Symposium. This function is also of crucial 
importance for the economic viability of future industrial undertakings. 

It is hoped that this general approach will constitute a broad enough 
basis for a mutual exchange of views and experience with a view to enriching 
toe knowledge in this field. We are confident that the Symposium will, through 
its deliberations contribute to the improvement of project evaluation tech- 
niques and thus help promote the accelerated industrial growth of developing 
countries. No doubt these deliberations will at tfce same time indicate future 
lines of research and off*r a sound basis for providing Governments of the de- 
veloping countries, at their request, with assistance in setting up special- 
ized institutions for the formulation or evaluation of industrial projects. 
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ANNEX VII 

OPENING ADDRESS OF PROFESSOR OLDRICH STRADAL 
CHAIRMAN OF THE SYMPOSIUM 

Honoured participants and observers, ladies and gentlemen: 

I am greatly honoured by ^he function that has been entrusted to me     I 
shall try to the best of ray ability to contribute  to the success of this SymD0. 
sium. * * 

In the last few years technical development has been growing very fast 
all over the world.    At the same time the requirements of efficiency of new 
capital construction and equipment are gettine keener.    It is therefore a 
highly rewarding action of the Centre for Industrial Development of the United 
Nations to have arranged this Symposium with the purpose of seeking solutions 
to the many problems of industrial project evaluation. 

In this opening statement I should like above all to make a few remarks 
about the prepared reports for our Symposium and to express my personal views 
on the approach to our work and deliberations. 

Ine Centre for Industrial Development has assembled for our Symposium 
more than one hundred valuable contributions from distinguished experts in a 
broad ipeeirura, covering theoretical studies as well as practical experiences 
in industrial project evaluation.    As the extension of this coverage shows, 
the problem of industrial project evaluation is of first rate importance and 
urgency. 

For several years I have been devoting myself to the teak of project 
evaluation at the Technical University in Prague.    I would like to say in this 
respect that the submitted material is largely sufficient for: 

i)    lie choice of project evaluation methods which will be of great va- 
lue for the contemplated Manual; 

li)    me understanding of some progressive methods of project evaluation; 
iii)   The identification of pioneer methodology observing further detailed 

Investigation. 

A tremendous progress has been achieved in modern science and technology 
by the development of atomic energy, space, travel, etc.    It is necessary to 
give the same impetus to the investigation of exact economic methods.    It is 
further necessary to spread these sophisticated methods as soon as possible in 
order to diminish the present gap between theory and practice.    Our Symposium 
constitutes the first step to this extension of new methods, and I hope a 
successful one. 

In regard to our deliberations we have to bear in mind some main princi- 
ples to unify our procedures.    I would recommend to the participants: 
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i)    ?o focus their contributions strictly on the topic under discussion- 
ii;    To use as much as possible a uniform terminology. 

In this respect the paper of Mr. Sonny, dealing with terminology is of special 
value and I should like to re«vwm*nd it to your attention. 

wt •Jïf«îïîmitted ^terlal contains studies on experiences of industrial pro. 
t+LT V* ^U aS 8u««eations of ~w progressive methods, with a »the. 
matical approach     These new methods are of great importance for ¿hey seek 

aScls? ^"V the* PrfleE °f Pr0jeCt evaluati°n- I *» convinced that the quickest extension and wide usage of these exact methods is the most desirable 
thing we can accomplish.    Industrial project evaluation which is still in its 

SifLSÎrfnchœU8t beCOme aS a00n a8 P088ible a ^r^y «cognised 

We can clearly discern two orientations in this field: 

i)    Industrial project evaluation based on the comparison of indicts of 
new projects with standard indices; 

ii)    Industrial project evaluation based on mathematical models of opera- 
tions research. 

to th. S^^f" toVX. presented t0 this Symposium reports pertaining mostly 
to the first point.     Our purpose was to contribute immediately to the progress 
?hf Itt !preadi?« of the8€ ^thoda *">«« •"• interested participants, because 
the present experiences allow for such immediate application.    This method will 

ÏL^ÎÎÎ!?^       yTln IT* f°rthcoœin« TOetin« *» our designers and with 
the representatives of the State Planning Commission and of the State Commit- 
slcn for Investment.   We hope that these practical demonstrations will be of 
vaxue to you. 

w. wmC?!îvt^lngwthS MCOnd f°int 0n tht «PPl^tion of natfeeimtical modelt, 
Zu fieldf yOU acquainted ** th# *••»" of «w invettigationt in 

scale su^ív*ITí!LW! "**? Ì*Ì! %° mU *°u •****«** *ith our MV large- 
Iptitude^ ««ources including natural resources at well at tkUlt and 

In conclusion, we propote that the beet wey to contribute to the 8n»o. 

¿Zll £ ÍS/Í* y0U ^ *" firit ^ 0ur *c<luired •**•*•«».    Seemly, we want to create for you a proper working atmosphere, in order that you may 
concentrate undisturbed on the tolution of our mutual probi«. In thit ret- 
SÎÎ' ** •* «W"* aB C^iraan of this Sympotiu», I would ask you to confer 

£££ ÏÏZSiïSZ" *" ^ °° ^ °f «* ~«• that may 

cess anfL^^r/ifYl^Ttsl8! *" ^ ^'^ * ~* ** ~ 
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fJWiiX Vili 

ÄaSSrtCE FBCM DR.   I.   MMEL-R/JüAN,  UNIT¿L Kr.TIc-NJ 
CCMMISSIOISR It)R IKPUSTRIML D¿V.JLGFM¿NT 

ïhe efforts of the United Nation« in the economic field nave teen rrarked 
in recent years by an increasing concern with the need to promote and accelerate 
to« industrial development of the poorer nations.    The key importance of indus- 
triplication for the developœent of the economically less developed countries 
is net disputed any longer.    What we are concerned with at present is the ways 
and neans of assisting the developing countries in their industrialization ef- 
forts.    Uh« holding of this   Ittereglcnal    Symposium on Industrial Project   .va- 
luation is a tangible exponent of this drive and has been inspired not only by 
the recognized ne d for iœproving the techniques of project formulation in the 
field of industrial development, but alto by the realization tln&t the develop- 
ment of an adéquat« capacity for the «valuation and formulation of industrial 
projects in «ach of the industrializing eountriee can be achieved only through 
a sustained and large-scale training effort.    It is our hope that the serious *f. 
forts that you have put into the preparation of the »any iaportant subjects to 
b« covered by your deliberations at th« Interregional Symposium, will lay the 
foundation for an organizad body of knowledge applicable in the developing coun- 
tri«a in the form of systematic procedures, criteria and Methodology in the in- 
dustrial preset evaluation. 

It has been particularly gratifying to ua in the United Nations Centre 
for Industrial Development that the Idea of holding a Symposium on Industrial 
Projet Evaluation should have elicited such a favourable response from many na- 
tional and regional Institutions throughout the world.    I especially wish to ex- 
press our gratitude to the tany distinguished experts from both the developed 
and developing countries who have contributed more than one hundred individual 
studies on various aspects of project evaluation and formulation which in them- 
selves represent a comprehensive body of literature in this field.   We hope that 
toil fund of knowledge together with the results of the technical discussions 
to be held on the subjects included in the agenda of your meeting will provide 
the basic teaching materials for national and regional course« in industrial pro- 
ject evaluation to be organized subsequently for the training of government offl- 
clals and specialists in developing countries. 

I have no doubt that the holding of this Symposia will give added atimu- 
lus to the further intensification of the activities focused on the needs and 
problems of industrialization in developing countries.    It could also be consi- 
dered a further et«p within toe many preparatory activities that are being ini- 
tiated for the holding in I967 of an international conference or ayinposiuœ on 
the problems of induatrial development under th« auspices of the United Kations. 

May I take this opportunity to express my thanks to the Ooverracent of 
the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic, »Uefa has graciously offered host facili- 
ties for this gathering.   We are particularly appreciative of the excellent co- 
operation we have received from the authorities in connexion with all the 
arrangements necessary for holding th« £ytrposium. 
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Our gratitude also goes to the Governments, specialized agencies of the 
united Nations, expert consultants and organizations who have generously given 
their active support and co-operation for this undertaking. 

To all participants aav I extend my best wishes for a successful meeting. 
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ANNEX IX 

MESSAG2 FROM CR. VICTOR HOO, UNITED NATIONS 
COMMISSIONER FOR TECHNICAL ASSISTALE 

On the occasion of the opening of the Symposium on Industrial Project Evalua- 
tion I would like, on cehalf of the Secretary-General of the United Nations, to 
express great appreciation to the Czechoslovak Government for its generous support 
as co-sponsor in providing host facilities for this project, which is part of the 
United Nations programme to promote industrial development. Please express to 
participants ray warmest welcome and test wishes for the success of this Symposium 
which has met with keen interest from the invited countries. ' 
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AKÎfEX XI 

CLOSIÎIG ÂT^RESS Of TBE CBAXfMAN 

Bonoured Participants of this 5yœpo«iu« or, by now, may I just call you Dear 
Friend»: 

Allow at to My a few concluding words, by which Î snail try to characte- 
rise our connoti work during theae three weeks. 

First of all, I would like to express sincere appreciation for your ac- 
tive participation in all the deliberations of this Symposium, and for the Inde- 
fatigable interest you have devoted to the difficult probleu of this exacting 
»ubjeet.    While deeply appreciative of your participation and constant atten- 
17ÌL?    * **J° *!* *1X l*1*4«1*»"*»» Particularly for having created a very 
friendly atmosphere in which the difficult problems of individual project eva- 
luation were, I believe, fruitfully discussed.    Every report and every contribu- 
tion t© the discussions have proved to be of valuable help towards the solutions 
of such important and intricate problems. 

,«„ •* ,ïfîïi,lîîrt,iXiW' "* *° es^peM* io «»• tmm of all of us, our gratitude 
21 2SJÍ mfîf m? î•"«** ?* Stcpitartat of »*• Symposium, the members of 
tte^lfeited Ration. Centre for Industrial Eevelopmtnt, in organising this Sympo- 

5fce «tarlai received from the distinguished experts for this Symposium 
? *?,T^       î ^"î     *° mX h#iltat# *> c«i»ider our deliberations of pioneering 

significance in this relatively new science of industrial project evaluation. 

m      Aìth5?*' in spite of manifest endeavours towards autual understanding and 
egre ment, thsre still remain certain divertpnt ways and approaches to tb* solu- 

^Â ^JJ^T'l^f ^ BUCh Can * ®*imá if **** mn «pUcitly pre. •tnte« at parallel Mthods in the proposed Manual.    It la recognised, however; 

oft^J'L^a4 mCUlt 9Tfm ^ ***" ** "* •1-ldatiofand ¿re^tion 
in ^LTl^t. V Tl.Î0•' *** in * m* *** would f*^"tat« solutions in several grades of complexity and accuracy. 

«üemuaL^ÍÍT? ¿¡i* î* «commendations that have emerged free, our extensive 
îhT^Î- ¿ÎHJ*1! ÎTSfly ln fomihU,i« tÉ* **«*• P«f«mm, of «or* of 
¿IJZ î   JÏ' **-trlU Development.    The« recommendations have been clearly 
SUfJtS^iJ1?1 BtPrt*    I rtoiad liMm' ***•*•*, to recapitulate briefly 
ST^ÎÎÎ<ïîi!

3rS?!   T> ln "* Viw' *" «»*>»**•*»<» of overriding importance. Mere êmecificelly, the Symposium recommends that the Centre: 

1. Organize and hold aa many workshops as eventually requested by the 
developing countries on a national or sub-regional basis; 

Provide the Governments of developing countries, at their request, 
with assistance in evaluating existing or incoming industrial pro- 
jects, to be rendered either by the Centre's staff members, by 
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technical assistance experts or by various institutions from the de- 
veloped countries  .designing institutes or consulting firms), hired 

s^s^sn !ï r* íeTor put at it3 di8po8ai ^ ** ^— xive arverrfî«nts of t¿e Ce- el3p*t countries; 

Assist the Governments of the developing countries in setting up ape. 
cialUed institutions for the formulation and/or evaluation of indus- 
trial projects, in the for« of Special Fund projects or of projects 
finane »4 from voluntary contributions placed at the disposal of the 
Centre. 

In eoncluaicn, allow s* to express to you our warmest thanks for visiting 
our eewBfcry, and my I ask your kiwi forgiveness for any shortcomings you w*y 
have experienced during jw stay with us.    We have tried as b-st as we could 
to sake ycu feel happy her« in Czechoslovakia.    On ovr part as hoat country   we 
have received two precious gifts: '' 

First, the daily enrichment fey new knowledge and experiences. 

And then, and above aU, in the sesenta of ow being and working toge. 
iter» low precious friendship. W. valut this frieodabip as the hlAestloft 
creating «tuai understanding among th« nations, ^igaest gift, 

la the aas* of us all, I wish you full success iB your further work. 
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